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POVZETEK 
Cvetenje cianobakterij predstavlja nevarnost za okolje in zdravje ljudi zaradi 

sproščanja velikih količin toksičnih sekundarnih metabolitov - cianotoksinov, ki 

nastajajo v procesu staranja in odmiranja cianobakterij. Te spojine so 

dermatotoksične, hepatotoksične, delujejo kot promotorji tumorjev, v zadnjem času 

pa jih povezujejo tudi z neurodegenerativnimi obolenji kot sta Alzhaimerjeva 

bolezen ali amiotrofična lateralna skleroza. Eden najresnejših primerov toksičnega 

delovanja tovrstnih spojin je poznan iz Brazilije leta 1996, ko je zaradi onesnaženja 

vode v vodovodnem omrežju hemodializnega centra prišlo do smrti šestindvajsetih 

pacientov zaradi odpovedi jeter. Zaradi nevanosti za zdravje povezane s cianotoksini 

je svetovna zdravstvena organizacija WHO priporočila vrednost 1 µg/L kot mejno 

koncentracijo mikrocistina-LR (MC-LR) - najbolj nevarnega doslej poznanega 

cianotoksina – v pitnih in rekreacijskih vodah. Možno pa je, da bo ta vrednost v 

prihodnosti še znižana, če bodo ugotovljeni novi toksični učinki tega toksina. V tej 

luči WHO in druge javne agencije v različnih državah močno priporočajo nadalnje 

raziskave cianobakterij in cianotoksinov ter razvoj sistemov za njihovo zgodnje 

odkrivanje in odstranjevanje. 

Ta disertacija se osredotoča na razvoj novih metod za detekcijo cianopigmentov in 

mikrocistina LR ter njegovo odstranjevanje iz sladkih vod. V prvem delu smo 

uporabili visoko občutljivo spektrometrijo na toplotne leče (TLS) za detekcijo dveh 

cianopigmentov: zamreženega alofikocianina (CL-APC) in Cr-fikoeritrina (Cr-PE). 

Oba pigmenta smo uspešno detektirali s tehniko TLS v sistemu, ki je bil v 

nadaljevanju optimiziran za detekcijo Cr-PE. Za Cr-PE smo s kombinacijo TLS in 

pretočne injekcijske analize (FIA) dosegli spodnjo mejo detekcije 13 µg/L. Pri tem 

smo lahko uporabljali manjše količine vzorcev, zaradi pretočnega sistema pa je bila 

tudi zmanjšana fotorazgradnja tega fotolabilnega pigmenta. Dosežena spodnja meja 

detekcije je le štirikrat višja od koncentracije fikoeritrina 3.16 µg/L, ki jo po 

konzervativni oceni sprosti enaka količina cianobakterij, kot lahko povzroči nastanek 

1 µg/L mikrocistina-LR. Glede na to, da realno pričakujemo dodatno znižanje 

spodnje meje detekcije za fikoeritrin z optimizacijo eksperimentalnih pogojev, 

navedeni rezultati kažejo, da lahko TLS uporabimo kot učinkovito metodo za 

detekcijo cinobakterijskih pigmentov in kot metodo za zgodnje odkrivanje 

prisotnosti cianotoksinov. 
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Cr-PE smo detektirali tudi na mikrofluidnem čipu pri čemer smo uporabili 

mikroskop na termične leče. Ob dodatku 30% etanola, ki zaradi ugodnejših 

optotermičnih lastnosti (višji temperaturni koeficient lomnega količnika, nižja 

toplotna prevodnost) v primerjavi z vodo izboljša občutljivost tehnike TLS, smo 

dosegli spodnjo mejo detekcije 51 µg/L, ki jo z dodatno optimizacijo instrumenta 

lahko še izboljšamo.  

V drugem delu disertacije je predstavljen detekcija MC-LR s sitemom, ki deluje an 

osnovi kombinacije TLS in FIA ter inhibicije proteinske fosfataze PP2A. MC-LR 

inhibira proteinsko fosfatazo, zato lahko določimo koncentracijo toksina na osnovi 

TLS meritve zmanjšanja koncentracije produkta reakcije med PP2A in substratom 

(p-nitrofenilfosfatom), ki je sorazmerna zmanjšanju aktivnosti encima. Z opisano 

metodo smo dosegli spodnjo mejo detekcije 0.64 µg/L, ki je 1.6 krat nižja od 

dopustne koncentracije za MC-LR v pitni vodi po priporočilu WHO.  

V zaključnem delu disertacije je predstavljena metoda za odstranjevanje MC-LR iz 

vode, ki temelji na adsorpciji toksina na novem kompozitnem materialu iz hitosana 

in celuloze. Naše raziskave so pokazale, da so tovrstni materiali sposobni vezati 96 

mg mikrocistina na gram adsorbenta, kar je 4.8 krat več od najbolj učinkovitega 

materiala doslej opisanega v literaturi. Poleg visoke adsorpcijske sposobnosti so 

materiali na osnovi celuloze in hitosana okolju bolj prijazni, saj sta hitosan in 

celuloza biokompatibilna in biorazgradljiva, kompozitni material pa je sintetiziran z 

uporabo ionskih tekočin, ki jih po izpiranju z materiala lahko recikliramo z 

destilacijo. 

 

Ključne besede: cianobakterija, cvetenje cianobakterij, cianopigmenti, mikrocistina 

LR, toplotne leče, kompozitni material iz hitosana in celuloze. 
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SUMMARY 
Cyanobacteria blooms represent a threat to environment and human health due to the 

huge release of toxic secondary metabolites during their senescence and death. These 

compounds are dermatotoxic, hepatotoxic, tumor promoters and recently they have 

been related to neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer and Lateral 

Amyotrophic Sclerosis. The most serious case occurred in Brazil in 1996 when the 

contamination of the water supplies of a hemodialysis centre caused the death of 26 

patients following liver failure. The health’s risk associated to these contaminants 

lead the World Health Organization (WHO) to set provisional guidelines for the 

presence of microcystin-LR (MC-LR) – so far, the most harmful cyanotoxin known - 

in drinking and recreational waters. The maximum allowed concentration of this 

toxin in drinking water was set to 1 µg/L but it is possible that in the future this limit 

will be further decreased if new toxic effects will be discovered. In this perspective, 

WHO and other public agencies of different countries strongly recommend further 

studies on cyanobacteria, cyanotoxins and on the development of early warning 

detection and removal systems of cyanobacteria and cyanotoxins. 

This work is focused on the development of novel methods for the detection of 

cyanopigments and for the detection and removal of MC-LR from freshwater. In the 

first part of this thesis the highly sensitive thermal lens (TL) techniques were applied 

to the detection of two cyanopigments, namely cross linked allophycocyanin (CL-

APC) and Cr-phycoerythrin (Cr-PE). Both pigments were successfully detected in a 

thermal lens spectrometric (TLS) system which was further optimized for Cr-PE. For 

Cr-PE a limit of detection (LOD) of 13 µg/L was achieved by coupling TLS with 

flow injection analysis (FIA), a technique that allowed to use smaller sample 

volumes and to reduce pigment photodegradation.  

The achieved LOD is close to the value of 3.16 µg/L which is the average estimated 

concentration of PE that can be related to the presence of an amount of cyanobacteria 

that could result in formation of 1 µg/L of MC-LR. Given the fact that a further 

decrease in the LOD is expected to be achieved by optimization of the experimental 

conditions, results indicates that TLS can be a powerful tool for the detection of 

cyanobacteria pigments and hence an effective early warning system for the presence  
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of cyanotoxins.  Cr-PE was also successfully detected on a microfluidic chip by a 

thermal lens microscope. In this system the lowest LOD was equal to 51 µg/L and it 

was achieved in the presence of 30% ethanol that, as other organic solvents, is 

known to improve the sensitivity of the TLS technique. As in the case of TLS system 

it is expected that lower LODs will be reached by further optimization of the 

experimental conditions.  

 

 In the second part of this thesis a detection system for MC-LR based on the coupling 

of TLS with FIA and the protein phosphatase inhibition assay (PPIA) is presented. 

MC-LR inhibits the protein phosphatase and the concentration of the toxin is 

extrapolated from the decrease of the enzymatic activity which is related to 

concentration of the reaction product detected by TLS. The LOD achieved with this 

system was 0.64 µg/L, i.e. 1.6 times lower than the limit set by WHO for drinking 

water. 

 

In the final part of this work a method for the removal of MC-LR based on the 

adsorption on chitosan-cellulose novel composite materials is presented. The 

maximum adsorption efficiency of these materials, in the given experimental 

conditions, was equal to 96 mg per gram of adsorbent material i.e. 4.8 times higher 

then the best adsorber found in literature. Besides the high adsorption efficiency, 

these composite materials have also the advantage of being completely green. 

Indeed, chitosan and cellulose are biocompatible and biodegradable. Moreover the 

ionic liquid that is used to prepare them can be washed away and recovered by 

distillation.  

 

Keywords: cyanobacteria blooms, cyanobacteria, cyanopigments, microcystin-LR, 

thermal lens techniques, chitosan-cellulose composite materials. 
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1-INTRODUCTION 
 
 

During the last decades harmful algal blooms (HABs) phenomenon in fresh water 

has increased in seriousness and occurrence. The reason for this worsening is 

probably due to the global warming1, to eutrophication2 and dissemination of 

bacteria cells  that are transported in ship ballast3. 

 

Cyanobacteria are among the principle microorganisms involved in HABs. These 

blooms can pose a serious threaten to the environment and human health for two 

reasons. The first is that these blooms can cause an oxygen depletion in water with 

consequences on the aquatic ecosystem4. The second is that cyanobacteria during 

their senescence and death release secondary metabolites  among which there are 

compounds (cyanotoxins) that are toxic to both animals and humans. Contamination 

occurs by direct contact, ingestion and inhalation; their effects are acute and chronic 

and in at least one case they had fatal consequences on humans. Since these toxins 

are quite stable they can effect the environment and human health at different levels. 

They can directly poison aquatic animals and mammals, birds, cattle, livestock and 

pets that drink from befouled reservoirs5,6. They can scale up the food chain by 

accumulation in predators7. Food can be a source of intoxication as well: crops can 

be irrigated with contaminated water8, cattle fed with polluted forage and aquaculture 

products9 can be infected through water. Humans can enter in contact with 

cyanotoxins also trough recreational and occupational waters by breathing aerosols 

or by accidental swallow of water. In addition to health issues it must be mentioned 

that cyanotoxins have also an economic impact. Farmers and fish farmers can lose 

their products. Recreational waters tourism can be effected as well. Beaches and 

recreational boating areas can not be frequented during the occurrence of HABs. 

Moreover also sport fish is effected by HABs that brake the ecosystem and release 

algal toxins that poison the fish. However the main concern about freshwaters 

cyanotoxins derives from the fact that they can be found in drinking water supplies. 

Not all the traditional water treatments are successful in the removal of these harmful 

compounds. Moreover a single treatment is not enough to get rid of all the 

contaminants from water hence the complete removal of this toxic compounds can be 

very expensive. Furthermore there is a lack of an official regulation regarding 
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cyanotoxins treatment in drinking water plants. The absence of  legislation is due to 

the fact that there are no standardized methods for the identification and 

quantification of these harmful chemicals in the samples. Given the different types of 

existing cyanotoxins, the variability among the same groups and the fact that in a 

sample more then one of these compounds can be present, a single method is not 

enough for an accurate analysis. Often it is required to concentrate the toxins and 

separate theme from matrix contaminants and this makes the analysis expensive and 

time consuming. Moreover there is a lack of standard reference materials for the 

majority of the known cyanotoxins. The World Health Organization (WHO) has 

released a guideline for drinking water quality10 but only MC-LR has been taken in 

consideration due to the fact that, so far, it is the most noxious and better known 

cyanotoxin among all the others. 

 

More then one  method has been developed to detect cyanobacteria and cyanotoxins 

but there is a  lack of a unique and standardized method for all of these compounds. 

Moreover, due to the seriousness of the public health and environmental issues world 

organizations such as WHO and public agencies of different countries such as the 

U.S. and Australia Environmental protection agency (EPA), strongly recommend 

further studies on the biology of cyanobacteria, on the structures and effects of 

cyanotoxins and on the development of early warning detection and removal systems 

of cyanobacteria and cyanotoxins in fresh waters. Indeed, the effects of these toxins 

are not completely known and only in recent years they have been found to play a 

role in neurodegenerative diseases11,12,13. It is likely that further studies will unearth 

new cyanotoxins effects and therefore it can be expected that the guidelines will be 

revised and that the acceptable limit for the presence of these toxic compounds in 

drinking and recreational waters will be decreased. Consequently more powerful 

tools to detect and remove these toxins will be required.   
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2- AIMS OF THE THESIS 

 
This work is focused on the developing of novel tools to face the threat represented 

by the cyanobacterial blooms at three different levels: 1) the detection of 

cyanobacteria pigments as early warning systems for the presence of microcystins, 2) 

the detection of MC-LR and 3) the removal of this toxin from water.  

The amount of pigments in water can be correlated with the relative amount of 

microcystins and hence their detection represent an early warning tool for the 

presence of these toxic compounds. In order to be effective, the detected amount has 

to be in the order of few micrograms per liter, hence really sensitive detection 

techniques are required. Given their high sensitivity, thermal lens techniques are 

particularly suitable for this purpose. Indeed thermal lens spectrometry (TLS) can 

indirectly detect samples absorbances down to 10-7 while thermal lens microscopy 

(TLM) in combination with microfluidics was reported to being able to detect 

subyoctomoles of analyte14. In the first part of this thesis the development of novel 

tools for the detection of cyanopigments based on thermal lens techniques are 

presented.  

It is worth mentioning that, even though thermal lens techniques are affected by 

fluorescence and  cyanobacteria pigments are highly fluorescent, there are some 

advantages that compensate for this drawback. Indeed, combining TLM with 

microfluidics allows to downscale the analysis on a chip. Taking in consideration 

that the lasers required for this detection method are expected to become cheaper and 

portable, it looks worth to perform preliminary experiments on this cyanopigments. 

Moreover, as shown in the second part of this thesis, these techniques can be applied 

also to the detection of cyanotoxins, meaning that in a laboratory (or directly on field 

if portable systems will be developed) only one type of instrumentation is required 

for the two different kinds of analytes.   

In the second part of this thesis a novel MC-LR detection method, based on the 

combination of FIA with PPIA and the TLS is presented.  

Finally, in the last part of this thesis, a novel method for the removal of MC-LR 

based on the adsorption on completely green composite materials is presented.  
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3-THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 Harmful algal blooms  

3.1.1 Cyanobacteria harmful algal blooms formation 
Fresh water cyanobacteria together with marine cyanobacteria are the oldest 

photosynthetic organisms on Earth15. During their evolution they developed 

numerous adaptive mechanism that confer them a high tolerance to extreme 

environmental conditions such as very high and low light, desiccation, high 

temperatures and nutrient deprivation. This  explains their distribution all over the 

globe where fresh water cyanobacteria can be found in lakes, ponds and rivers. Some 

species are able to fix the atmospheric nitrogen and to store phosphorus allowing 

them to exploit both deficiencies and overabundance of nutrients. The great 

capability of exploiting nutrients enriched environments together with favorable 

climate conditions such as very high/low light, high temperatures, low water 

turbulence and long water residence time can lead to a massive proliferation of these 

microorganisms (Fig.3.1).  

 

 

 

The high density of the cells can cause foul odor, bad taste and water toxicity. 

Moreover it can cause a loss in water transparency and a fast depletion of nutrients, 

inorganic carbon and other important resources, resulting in a decline of biomass. 

This decline is usually associated with the formation of decaying scum that are foul 

smelling and unsightly. The scum can host microbial pathogens and deprive the 

water layers beneath it causing hypoxia and anoxia (Fig.3.2). In addition there can be 
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a release of hydrogen sulfide that is toxic and the release of nutrients from sediments 

that increases eutrophication thus stimulating the growth of the bloom. Furthermore 

some species of cyanobacteria release secondary metabolites  (cyanotoxins) that are 

toxic to the environment, animals and humans. 

 

 

 

Algal blooms are an increasing environmental concern. Lake Erie in 2011 

experienced the largest algal bloom peak of any time16. New blooms appear where 

they have never been observed in the past17. Eutrophication18 and climate change19 

are considered to be the main reasons for the growth of the number and severity of 

the HABs. Eutrophication is mainly due to anthropogenic activities. Nutrients from 

farms and yards, urban runoff, faulty septic systems, and the burning of fossil fuels 

are all contributing to the overload of nutrients in the environment20. Climate change 

with the increase of temperature favors the spread of cyanobacteria. They grow better 

then other species at higher temperatures. Moreover, the surface warming causes a 

stratification of water layers in lakes thus reducing the vertical mixing and favoring 

the bloom formation.  
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3.1.2 Harmful algal blooms management 

The management of HABs is a complex issue. Possible approaches are numerous but 

not adequate and/or too costly. Retention time can be shortened by flushing water21. 

Water stratification can be avoided by mixing22,23 or bubbling24 but these methods 

are not always effective25 and they can be very expensive. Algaecide can be used26 

but they can be noxious to the environment and to humans and moreover they could 

enhance the fast release of huge amounts of toxins27,28. Another method that has been 

suggested to lower the amount of cyanobacteria mass is biomanipulation i.e. a 

controlled alteration of a food web in order to restore the ecosystem health29. This 

can be done introducing planktivorous species30 or by removing zooplanktivorous 

species thus increasing the herbivorous zooplankton31. It has to be pointed out 

anyway that biomanipulation does not lead to a long term effect on an ecosystem, 

that is not easy to carry it out on a large scale system and that is effected by the 

availability of phosphorous and nitrogen32. One more possible approach in HABs 

management is to reduce the load of nitrogen and phosphorous compounds deriving 

from anthropogenic activities by the application of a more wise management of 

farming and industrial activities. This strategy anyway can be difficult and costly and 

the positive effects can be seen on a long-term scale. Moreover even though it is 

possible to decrease the external loading of nutrients their internal load in the 

sediment as well as the climate change33 can make ineffective this reduction 34. 

At the present time there is no strategy to prevent the occurrence of HABs given the 

complexity and the extent of this phenomenon. It is expected, instead, that their 

occurrence will increase due to climate change and eutrophication. This scenario 

makes largely relevant the development of early warning detection systems for 

cyanobacteria and their cyanotoxins and of methods for the removal of  harmful 

cyanobacterial secondary metabolites from water. In fact it is unlikely that it will be 

possible to avoid the formation of HABs and the consequent release of toxic 

compounds in water in the near future. However, if detected on time, it could be 

possible to avoid at least the exposure of humans to toxins that are present in 

drinking and recreational waters.  
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3.1.3 Guidelines and policies 

The threat to human health represented by cyanotoxins lead to the release of a 

provisional guideline for drinking water by the World Health Organization in 1998. 

The guideline (that was confirmed in 2011 and is still valid) determines  1 µg/L as 

the maximum concentration of MC-LR allowed in drinking water, considering a 

daily intake of 2 liters of water10. Due to the lack of sufficient data regarding  other 

cyanotoxins the guideline was restricted only to this type of cyanotoxin. Many 

countries including many European states, China, Korea, Japan an others adhered to 

it. The U.S.A. did not release federal guidelines 

(www.glerl.noaa.gov/res/Centers/HABS/guidelines.html) but the U.S. EPA included 

MC-LR (and some cyanotoxins) in the Contaminant Candidate List  (CCL) 

(http://water.epa.gov/scitech/drinkingwater/dws/ccl/) in 1998, 2005 and 2009. 

Canada has fixed the maximum acceptable concentration (MAC) for MC-LR in 

drinking water at 1.5 µg/L35 while Australia set the maximum allowed concentration 

of  microcystin in drinking water at 1.3 µg/L36. An overview of drinking water 

guidelines in other countries is given in table 2.1.  

Regarding the recreational waters the WHO adopted  guidelines37 based on the risks 

associated with different types of exposure (Tab. 3.2).  According to this guidelines 

at low risk concentrations the major threat is represented mainly by irritative and 

allergenic effects caused by skin exposure to the cyanotoxin. It is unlikely that an 

accidental swallow of contaminated water at this concentration could pose a serious 

hazard to humans but it has to be noted that the exposure could be harmful for people 

with a particular sensitivity to allergens. Microcystins at concentration between 10 

and 20 µg/L represent a hepatotoxic risk. The guideline takes in consideration the 

tolerable daily intake and the assumption of an adult (60 kg) ingesting 100  mL of 

water. It must be taken in consideration that the seriousness of this risk increases in 

the case of children (because they weight less and it is likely that they swallow larger 

volumes of water) and of people with liver dysfunctions. At higher concentrations 

even a small volume of water if ingested can cause serious health problems. In the 

U.S.A. different states have set different guidelines, Australia and other countries 

have suggested a limit of 20 µg/L for recreational activities that entail a high risk of 

exposure (like swimming) while a 100 µg/L limit was suggested for other 
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recreational activities such as fishing and boating38. Some other countries have set 

multilevel guidelines for recreational waters that are resumed in the table 3.3. 

 

 

Table 3.1 Guidelines for drinking water in different countries (adapted from Burch 2008 and 
updated where possible) 
 

COUNTRY µg/L Source 

Australia 1.3 
NHMRC Drinking Water guidelines 2011 

(updated in December 2013)
36

 

Brazil 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

Canada 1.5 Health Canada 2012
40

 

Czech Republic 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

China 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

France 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

Italy 1 Lucentini and Ottaviani 2011
41

 

Japan 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

Korea 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

New Zeeland 1 Drinking Water Standards for New Zeland 2008
42

 

Norway 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

Poland 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

South Africa 0-0.8 
(acceptable range) From Burch 2008

39
 

Spain 1 From Burch 2008
39

 

U.S.A. NO LIMIT but in 
CCL 

http://water.epa.gov/drink/ndwac/cclprocess/index.cfm 

WHO 1 WHO Guidelines for Drinking Water Quality 201110
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Table 3.2 WHO guidelines for recreational waters 
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3.2 Detection of cyanobacteria 

3.2.1 State of the art in the detection of cyanobacteria 

 Monitoring the cyanobacterial concentrations in water can be a useful tool in order 

to assess the possible incoming of harmful blooming. This kind of approach 

nowadays is based on the measurement of the fluorescence of cyanobacteria given by 

their pigments43,44. While total phytoplankton content is usually detected by the 

measurement of chlorophylls fluorescence, cyanobacteria can be detected separately 

because their photosynthesis accessory pigments absorb in a different range of the 

visible spectrum (Fig. 3.3). Moreover from the amount of cyanopigments detected, 

the concentration of cyanotoxins can be estimated45.  

 

 

 

 

 

Despite the doubts that have been risen about the validity of this approach, due to the 

fact that not all the cyanobacteria produce toxins, and hence it does not assess the 

real danger, the lack of a method suitable for the detection of a particular  kind of 

these harmful metabolites still makes this approach a good tool as an early warning 

detection system. Frequent analysis can be performed to assess the presence of 
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potentially toxic cyanobacteria not only in the environment but also in water plants 

were an early and sensitive detection system is of extreme importance.  

 

 

3.2.2 Cyanobacteria pigments 

In comparison to plants cyanobacteria are able to use a broader part of the visible 

spectrum for photosynthesis. This capability derives from the fact that, besides 

chlorophylls, they have accessories pigments - phycobiliproteins - that absorbs at 

different wavelengths and that transfer the energy to chlorophyll. Phycobiliproteins 

can constitute up to 60% of the soluble protein content of cyanobacteria46 and allow 

them to survive in severe conditions of dim light even in polar regions47. The main 

groups of these pigments are phycocyanin (PC), allophycocyanin (APC) and 

phycoerythrin (PE). PC is  purple to dark cobalt blue with an absorption maximum at 

610-620 nm; APC is bright greenish or aqua-blue with an absorption maximum at 

650-655 nm and PE is bright pink with an absorption maximum at 540-570 nm. The 

most largely expressed phycobiliproteins in cyanobacteria are phycocyanin and 

allophycocyanin while phycoerythrin is present in a small amount and not in all types 

of cyanobacteria48. Besides their primary function of photosynthetic pigments it has 

also been suggested that they could have a role as microcystin carriers in the gut of 

grazers49. Furthermore, given their highly fluorescence, they are used as fluorophores 

in immunofluorescence.   

 

 

3.3 Detection of cyanobacteria toxins 

3.3.1 Cyanobacteria toxins 

Three are the main structures of cyanotoxins: cyclic peptides (that comprehends the 

families of microcystins and nodularins), alkaloids (including anatoxins, 

cylindrospermopsins, lyngbyatoxins and saxitoxins) and poyketides (aplysiatoxins)50. 

Given the higher toxicity and the lack of guidelines for the other cyanotoxins, this 

work is focused on MC-LR. Therefore only the family of microcystins will be 

described. 
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3.3.2 Microcystins 

The main species of cyanobacteria that contain microcystins are Microcystis, 

Planktothrix and Anabaena. Microcystins (MCs) are cyclic heptapeptides with a  

molecular mass between 500 and 4000 Da51. Their general structure is composed by 

the aromatic amino acid  Adda (3-amino-9-methoxy-2,6,8-trimethyl-10-phenyl-4,6-

dienoic acid) and two variable amino acids that are the main responsible for the 

diversity of more then 80 different analogues of this cyanotoxin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Different types of MCs differ in their lipophilicities and polarities and this could 

explain the differences in toxicities among the members of the same family of 

cyanotoxins. The most toxic one is MC-LR52 that is also the one that has been 

associated to the majority of the cases of cyanotoxin intoxication in most of the 

countries.  

In humans the symptoms of microcystin poisoning differ depending on the way of 

exposure. Direct contact with the skin can cause rash, hives, or skin blisters (especially 

on the lips and under swimsuits). If contaminated water is swallowed the toxin can cause 

gastrointestinal symptoms such as stomach pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, severe 

headaches, and fever. The inhalation of polluted water droplets can cause runny eyes and 

nose, cough, and sore throat, chest pain, asthma-like symptoms, or allergic reactions.  
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Moreover the exposure to large amount of microcystin can cause liver damage53. 

Although it can affect also the kidney and the lungs and remain in small amounts in 

the blood stream thus contaminating other tissues, the main target organ of this class 

of cyanotoxin is the liver where it is mostly stored51. The toxin in fact is actively 

transported inside this organ via organic anion transporting polypeptides OATP1B1, 

OATP1B3 and OATP1A2 that are expressed only in the liver54.  

The mechanism of toxicity of the microcystins is based on the inhibition of type 1 

and 2A  protein phosphatases (PP) activity55,56. The ADDA portion has an important 

role for the interaction with the PP57. The toxin binds to the phosphatases present in 

the cytoplasm inducing an increase in phosphorylated proteins in the liver. The 

excessive phosphorylation of the cytoskeletal proteins causes the hypertrophy of the 

organ,  the disruption of liver tissue with a consequent massive hepatic 

hemorrhage58. Therefore microcystin intoxication in some cases can represent an 

indirect cause of death for example in patients with hepatic diseases59. Moreover, 

microcystin is a possible carcinogenic compound to humans and it is likely that it has 

a tumor promoter activity60. Indeed, the disequilibrium in the phosphorylation of 

tumor suppressor target proteins can cause tumor proliferation. 

 

 

3.3.3 State of the art in the detection of MC-LR 

A variety of methods have been developed to detect low concentrations of MC-LR 

and they can greatly differ in complexity and in the kind of information they provide. 

The only one that is officially recognized by ISO is the HPLC/PDA analysis (ISO 

20179:2005, confirmed in 2009). In addition to this method that is the most used, 

other common analytical methods are ELISA immunoassays61 and the PPIA62. The 

advantage of these methods is that they are fast and sensitive and can be used for a 

large scale screening since they can be easily performed on 96-well plates. Anyhow 

they have some drawbacks such as the lack of selectivity for different analogues of 

microcystin and the predisposition to give false positive results. In the table 2.4  

some of the numerous methods that have been developed for the detection of MCs 

are listed.  
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Table 3.4 Methods developed for the detection of MC-LR 

HPLC/UV 0.2 µg/L Spoof et al. 2003
63

 

LC-MS-SIR 0.2 µg/L Spoof et al. 2003
63

 

SPE/HPLC/PDA 0.25 µg/L Lawton et al. 1994
64

 

SELDI-TOF-MS 1.2 µg/L Yuan and Charmichael 2004
65

 

TLC 1 µg/L Pelander et al. 200066
 

SPE/UPLC/MS/MS 2.5 ng/L Wang et al. 2007
67

 

LC/ESI/MS 0.05 µg/L Yu et al. 200968 

LC/MS/MS 0.025 µg/L 
Zhang et al. and Thermoscientific 

2012
69

 

LDTD-APCI-MS/MS 0.2 µg/L Roy-Lachapelle et al. 2014
70

 

SPR 0.5 ng/ml extracellular 
0.05 ng/ml intracellular Devlin et al. 2014

71
 

MALDI-MS 6.5 µg/L Roegner et al. 2014
72

 

Chromatographic 
methods 

QD-FRET 0.03 µg/L Feng et al. 2014
73

 

PPIA 1 µg/L Ward et al. 1997
62

 

ELISA 0.05 µg/L Ueno et al. 1996
61

 

TRFIA 0.01 ng/mL Lei et al. 2004
74

 

Immunoelectrode 0.01 ng/L Lebogang et al. 2014
75

 

Photoelectrochemical 
immunosensor 0.055 µg/L Tian et al. 2014

76
 

EWMI 0.10 µg/L to 3.6 µg/L Xiao-Hong et al. 2014
77

 

Biological 
methods 

Q-PCR 7.2 ng/L Fortin et al. 2010
78

 

Microcystins/Nodularin 
PP2A Microtiter plate 

0.25 µg/L Abraxis 

QuantyPlate kit for 
Microcystins 0.147 µg/L Envirologix Commercial kits 

Microcystins-DM 
ELISA (Microtiter 

Plate) 
0.1 µg/L Abraxis 
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3.4 Protein phosphatase inhibition assay 

The PPIA is one of the methods in use for the detection of microcystins79. It  is based 

on the inhibition of protein phosphatase 1 or 2A by microcystins and the toxin 

concentration is therefore measured in terms of loss of enzymatic activity. In the 

colorimetric PPIA a protein phosphatase removes the phosphate group from the 

colorless substrate para-nitrophenylphosphate (p-NPP) leading to the formation of 

para-nitrophenol. In basic conditions the para-nitrophenol loses a proton and the 

resulting p-NP (yellow) can be detected at 405 nm. The concentration of 

microcystins is therefore extrapolated from the decrease in the formation of the 

reaction product pNP. 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Thermal lens spectrometry  

The TLS is a photothermal technique that relies on the thermal lens effect. When a 

sample is irradiated by a laser (pump beam) and the excited species releases the 

energy via non radiative relaxation processes an increase of the sample temperature 

(between 10-4 and 10-3 K) occurs. If a laser beam with a Gaussian intensity profile is 

used for excitation a temperature gradient is generated in the sample, and this causes 

formation of a refractive index gradient that acts as a lens. This refractive index 

gradient causes in fact defocusing of the probe beam with a consequent change of its 
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radius and its intensity at the beam axis. In the TLS the changing of the refractive 

index is monitored by a probe beam and the relative change of intensity on the axis 

of the probe beam is converted into an electronic signal which is proportional to the 

concentration of the analyte in the sample. The amplitude of the thermal lens effect is 

proportional to the heat generated in the irradiated sample and therefore it depends 

on the power of excitation laser and the absorbance of the sample. The fluorescence 

efficiency of the sample has to be taken into account as well since the relaxation via 

radiative processes decreases the heating of the sample, thus decreasing the thermal 

lens effect. Also the thermo-optical properties of the medium such as the temperature 

coefficient of refractive index and the thermal conductivity play a role on the 

amplitude of the thermal lens effect. In a simplified model where it is assumed that 

the released heat is equal to the energy absorbed by the sample the relative change in 

the probe beam intensity is described by the equation  

 

 

 

 

Where ∆I/I is the relative change of the intensity in the centre of the beam, P is the 

excitation laser power, dn/dT is the sample’s temperature coefficient of refractive 

index, A is the absorbance of the sample, λ is the wavelength of the probe beam and 

k is the thermal conductivity of the sample. E is the thermal lens enhancement factor 

and represents the increase in sensitivity depending from the laser power and the 

thermooptical properties of the solvent. The advantage of TLS is that thermal lens 

effect can be observed already when applying a laser power on the order of 

milliwatts even in the case of samples that are considered transparent. From the 

equation it is evident that the sensitivity of the technique can be enhanced by 

increasing the power of the excitation laser and by improving the thermo optical 

properties of the sample medium. This enables measurements of optical absorbencies 

as low as 10-7 against the 10-4 usually reached by conventional transmission-mode 

spectrophotometric  techniques. Moreover the TLS allows to perform measurements 

on non fluorescencing samples. Another advantage of this technique is that very 

small amount of sample is required to perform a measurement. This makes it 
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possible to perform measurements in volumes down to sub pL. Furthermore the 

signal response is relatively fast (millisecond time scale for measurements in 

liquids). In addition detection on flowing samples can be performed.  

Besides the great advantages of TLS some drawbacks must be mentioned. The 

sensitivity achieved in water samples is low due to the high k values and low dn/dT 

of this solvent but it can be improved by modifying the solvents in order to improve 

the thermo-optical properties of the sample. A higher laser power can be used but 

could represent a problem if a sample is photo-labile. Flow injection analysis, where 

the resident time of the sample under the intensive laser light is short, can be a 

solution. Another problem is that there are limited lasers sources thus in some cases 

the TLS has to be coupled  to coloring reactions in order to enable excitation of the 

analyte with the available excitation laser (indirect detection). Furthermore this 

technique has a poor selectivity and it can not discriminate different compounds that 

are absorbing at the same wavelength. Therefore TLS has to be coupled with 

separation techniques like HPLC, IC, CE or with bioanalytical assays (BA), where it 

acts as a highly sensitive detector. 

The coupling of TLS with other techniques such as BA and FIA enables to reach 

high sensitivity and increases selectivity in the determination of various analytes80, 81. 

One example of the successful use of these hyphenated  techniques are studies on 

bilirubin uptake in the hepatic cells82. In this experiment, a novel bilirubin detection 

method, based on TLS-FIA combination, was developed. Under physiological 

conditions, bilirubin has a very low solubility and it can not be detected by common 

spectrophotometry. TLS allowed the bilirubin detection under physiological 

conditions and was further used with FIA to avoid losing the sensitivity due to 

bilirubin photolability83. Furthermore, recently the direct analysis of bilirubin in 

human and animal serum was reported for the first time84. Other successful recent 

analytical applications of the TLS are listed in table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5 Some of the recent analytical applications of TLS 

Determination of Hg2+ in water and drug samples Shokoufi et al 201485 

Determination of carotenoids in food Luterotti et al 201386 

Determination of Lead (II) in ethanolic buffer Saavedra and Gomez 201387 

Study of Eosin Y Photobleaching Herculano 201388 

β- lactoglobulin detection on solid support Cevdek and Franko 201089 

Determination of colloidal silver in drinking water Korte-Kobylinska et al 201090 

Determination of Ag concentration in drinking water 
for space aircrafts Bruzzoniti et al 201091 

Detection of thiono-organophosphorous pesticides Boskin et al. 200992 

Quality certification of biodiesels Lima et al 200993 

Study of vegetable edible oils characteristics Jimenez-Perez 200994 

 

 

 

3.6 Thermal lens microscopy  

In 2000 Takehiko Kitamori’s group discovered that thermal lens measurements were 

possible under optical microscope85 and in 2001 they designed a large and complex 

thermal lens microscope that could detect  1 ymole of sample14.  Later they 

developed a more user friendly microscope that is now commercially available 

(https://www.i-mt.co.jp/e02tech/thrmllens.html).  

In the thermal lens microscopy the pump and the probe beam are aligned coaxially 

under the microscope and focused with a single chromatic lens (Fig. 3.6).  The 

resulting chromatic aberration for wavelengths of probe and pump beam is of a few 

µm thus enabling the detection of analytes in microwells and microchannels. The 

combination of TLM with microchip technology was suggested as a novel powerful 

tool for a variety of research fields86.  
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3.7 TLM combined with microfluidics chips 

In microfluidics small amounts of fluids on the order of 10-8 10-9 L are processed in a 

system basically consisting of a chip containing microchannels with dimensions in 

the range of  10-100 µm. A microfluidic system is generally composed of a device 

for introducing the liquid and the reagents into the system, a device to make the 

liquids flow in the system and mix them, and of a detection system. Other 

accessories are required for the specific type of experiment that will be performed on 

the chip. 

The advantages of using a microfluidic chip are numerous. Physics of fluids differs 

from macro  to micro-scale and this represents a big advantage in terms of reduced 

diffusion time for processes that are downscaled to a microfluidic chip. The diffusion  

time at microfluidics scale is reduced due to the fact that in the microchannels there 

is a high interface-to-volume ratio and a short diffusion distance, and the diffusion 

time decreases with the second power of distance. Analysis with multiple steps can 

be performed in a continuous flow on the same microchip, thus highly reducing 

operation time.  The amount of reagents and power used is low, thus reducing the 

exposure of the operators to chemical hazards, decreasing the impact on the 

environment and the costs. Thanks to the improvement of the manufacturing 
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technologies87,88 of the accessories (for example micropumps) and materials89, 90, a 

variety of microfluidics systems can be designed. For not elaborate systems basic 

chips are commercially available and are ready-to-use or can be customized by the 

distributors. The small dimension of a chip makes it suitable for in situ 

measurements and to perform reactions in parallel. Moreover  microfluidic systems 

can be automated91.  

Being the working volumes and related optical interaction lengths of a microfluidic 

chip so small, really sensitive detection systems are required. So far the most widely 

used methods of detection are based on fluorescence92,93,94,95,96. Some other methods 

are based on electrochemistry97,98,99 and MS100,101.  

As for the already cited TL techniques in macroscale systems, TLM represent a 

powerful detection technique that complements the other fluorescence techniques in 

microfluidics systems. Both the time for the detection by TLM and for the reaction in 

a microfluidics chip are fast. Therefore, the time required for an analysis performed 

in such a kind of system can be really short. One significant example is represented 

by the time required for the antigen-antibody reaction to occur in the case of 

Immunoglobulin A that was reduced from 15 hours to 15 minutes downscaling the 

analytical system from a commercial microtiter plate for ELISA tests to a microchip-

TLS system102. Some other applications of TLM for detection on  microfluidic chips 

are described in the table 3.6. 
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Table 3.6 Examples of the application of TLM combined with microfluidics 

Electrochemical valence control of uranium Tsukahara et al. 
2013103 

Detection of C reactive protein by micro-ELISA Ohashi et al. 2010104 

Detection of thyroxine from serum sample Islam et al. 2010105 

Detection of amino acids in buffers containing gold nano particles Kitagawa et al. 
2008106 

Detection of carbamate pesticides azo-derivatives in tetraborate buffer Smirnova et al. 
2008107 

Simultaneous detection of IgG from human, goat and chicken by using 
capillary-assembled microchip 

Henares et al. 
2007108 

Quantitative detection and fixation of gold nanoparticles on the wall of a 
microchannel 

Mawatari et al. 
2006109 

Cytochrome c monitoring in apoptotic cells Tamaki et al. 2002110 

Determinaiton of Co(II) in m-xylene Minagawa et al. 
2001111 

Subsingle-molecule determination of non fluorescent samples Tokeshi et al. 200114 

 

 

 

3.8 TL coupled with FIA  

In the flow injection analysis the samples and the reagents are  injected into a 

flowing carrier stream. A FIA manifold is generally composed of a pump, an 

injection valve, a flow through detector and tubing that connects all the parts of the 

system. The pump propels the stream towards the flow through cell of the detection 

system via narrow tubing (usually with a diameter between 0.5 and 0.8 mm). The 

injection valve is used to inject a precise volume of the sample that in general is in 

the range of few µL up to few mL. The reaction takes place while the sample and the 

reagent run through  the system and are mixed due to the fluid dynamics of flow 

through narrow-bore tubing. The product of the reaction is then detected as a 

transient peak with its height and area proportional to the concentration of the 

analyte. A schematic representation of a possible  FIA system is represented in figure 

3.7. 
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The advantages of FIA are many. It allows to increase the sample throughputs: only 

small amounts of sample are required and the time for the analysis in a flowing 

system is reduced. Moreover this technique has high versatility, robustness and 

reproducibility. New analytical improvements based on operating modes under non-

stationary conditions have been made. FIA  is simple, rapid and can be automated. 

Moreover the exposure of the operator  under hazardous chemical and physical 

sample pre treatments is decreased. This technique is more environmentally friendly 

due to the downscaling of the processes and it allows the use of alternative detection 

systems with the concomitant simplification of the operating conditions (namely 

chemiluminescent detection). Furthermore flow analysis techniques are well-

established tools for the automation and miniaturization of analytical methodologies 

and new applications have been used in the field of environmental analysis carried 

out by means of micro-total analysis systems (µTAS)112. In the table 3.7 some of the 

recent  applications of FIA are listed.  

Besides the already mentioned advantages the combination of FIA with TLS allows 

to avoid photodegradation of the analyte by the reduction of its exposure time to the 

laser. Moreover it allows the use of higher laser powers in order to improve the 

sensitivity of the system.  
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Table 3.7 Examples of analytical applications of flow injection analysis 

Analysis of estrogenic compounds in methanolic solutions Brocenschi et al. 2014113 

Detection of human prealbumin in aqueous solutions Ma et al. 2014114 

Detection of highly polar pesticides in food Mol and van Dam 2014115 

Detection of aspartame in soft drinks and commercial 
pharmaceutical formulations Radulescu et al. 2014116 

Determination of guanine and adenine in beef Thangaraj et al. 2014117 

Determination of isoamyl nitrate in pharmaceuticals Kishikawa et al. 2013118 

Determination of protein content in diary products Liang and Li 2013119 

Detection of pesticides in food, urine and blood plasma Nanita and Padivitage 
2013120 

Detection of acetaldehyde in saliva Ramdzan et al. 2013121 

Determination of titrable acidity and pH in wine Vahl et al. 2013122 

Determination of hexavalent chromium in water Madzgalj et. al 2008123 

Determination of hypoclorite in commercial products Soto et al. 2008124 

Detection of Cu2+ in wastewater Tag et al. 200793 

Determination of β-d-glucose in commercial medical solutions Alvarez Romero et al. 2004125 
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3.9 Removal of MC-LR from fresh water 

3.9.1 State of the art in the removal of cyanotoxins from drinking 

water 

Various water treatment processes have been suggested for the removal of 

intracellular or the inactivation of the extracellular cyanotoxins; some examples are 

coagulation126, flocculation114, dissolved air flotation127, microfiltration128, 

ultrafiltration129, adsorption on activated carbon130, ultrasonication131 and 

photocatalitic degradation by TiO2
132. Oxidation processes have also been suggested 

but they can cause the lysis of the cells and thus toxins release in water, moreover the 

results about their efficacy are discordant. Ozonation was suggested to be a 

successful method to reduce MC-LR133 but in a recent work it was reported that it 

increases the release of cyanotoxins from bacterial cells without being effective in 

their removal26. The same group that reported the ineffectiveness of ozonation, found 

that chlorine, among the other tested chemicals, was the most effective in reducing 

the cyanotoxin. However this result is in contrast with previous reports where 

chlorination was found to cause a release of the toxin that was three time faster then 

its degradation by chlorine itself134. Among the water treatment processes there is 

also the use of chlorine dioxide but in a recent study the formation of trihalometanes 

and haloacetic acids as disinfection by-products following the cell lysis of 

Microcystis aeruginosa by this chemical was reported135. Furthermore the chlorine 

dioxide doses that can be used in a drinking water plant are not effective136.  

Apart from the discrepancies of the results, most of the aforementioned water 

treatments have the shortcoming of relying on the use of chemicals. In this work a 

novel, simple and green system for the removal of MC-LR from water based on 

polysaccharides composite materials is presented.  
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3.9.2 Novel polysaccharide composite materials for the removal of 

MC-LR 

Polysaccharide composites are a category of materials with promising potential 

applications in the field of green chemistry137. A composite is an engineered material 

made from two or more different constituents with different chemical and physical 

properties that are maintained separately in the finished material. Polysaccharide 

composites are of particular interest because they are environmentally friendly 

because of being degradable by microorganism without the need of other industrial 

processes. Furthermore, polysaccharides that are by-products of other processes 

could be used thus decreasing the impact on the environment and being more 

economically effective138. Among the polysaccharides that are most commonly used 

in the preparation of these composite materials there are cellulose and chitosan.  

 

Cellulose is the most common polysaccharide in nature and it is the main component 

of plants' cell wall and green algae. It is a polysaccharide consisting of a linear chain 

of several hundred to over ten thousand β(1→4) linked D-glucose units with a 

straight chain polymer organization that forms microfibrils. This structure confers to 

cellulose a high tensile strength. Cellulose is tasteless, odorless and biodegradable. 

Besides its traditional use in paper industry, new application of cellulose based 

materials have been developed. Cellulose has been used for microencapsulation, 

immunoisolation for allogenic or xenogenic implants139, as wound dressing 

material140 and  tissue-engineered products for regeneration of damaged and diseased 

organs141. Cellulose beads have been used for protein immobilization, water 

treatment, and chromatographic material142. One drawback of cellulose as a 

constituent of composite materials is that it is insoluble in water and in most organic 

solvents due to its crystalline structure. High temperatures and concentrated acids are 

thus required to solubilize it143. Moreover, these processes can involve side 

reactions144 and the presence of impurities can be responsible for the modification of 

cellulose properties.  
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Chitosan is a linear polysaccharide obtained upon partial deacetylation of chitin. 

Chitin is  the second most abundant polysaccharide in nature after cellulose and it 

can be found in  cell wall of fungi and in the exoskeleton of arthropods (where it 

represents the main component).  

 

 

 

 

 

Chitosan is a really versatile polysaccharide that has a variety of applications in 

many fields. The high number of  N-groups makes chitosan a useful chelating agent 

and it makes it cost effective in comparison to cellulose that has a lower amount of 

N-groups and thus requires a synthetic substitution to functionalize it. Chitosan is 

biodegradable, relatively inert, non-toxic and biocompatible. Furthermore it has 

antibacterial145 and wound healing properties146 and it is easily processed into a 

variety of  components such as gels147, beads148, scaffolds149 etc. Structure and 

properties of chitosan have been exploited in medicine as a bactericide and fungicide 
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150,151, hemostasis152,153, drug delivery154,155, cancer diagnosis156,157, tumor 

treatment158 and tissue regeneration159,160. It has found application also in agriculture 

where it can be used for plant preservation161 and in winemaking for example to 

avoid the use of sulphur dioxide162. In food industry it has applications as a coating 

material to prolong the shelf-life of products163, and its adsorbent properties have 

been exploited for water purification from metals164, dyes165,166 and other water 

contaminants167. Furthermore it has been reported that chitosan modified with fly ash 

or immobilized on clay, can adsorb and remove algae such as Chlorella 

Pyrenoidosa168 or Microcystis aeruginosa from  water169.  

Despite of its numerous useful properties, chitosan presents also some drawbacks. 

The intra and inter hydrogen bonds confer to this polysaccharide an ordered structure 

that is responsible for the previously described advantages but at the same time these 

bonds makes the chitosan poorly soluble in water as for cellulose170. This implies 

that an acid is required to solubilize chitosan171. Furthermore chitosan swells in wet 

environments and this leads to weakening of its structure.  

 

Recently it has been reported that an ionic liquid (IL), namely 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium chloride ([BMIm+Cl−]), is able to dissolve both cellulose172 and 

chitosan173. Ionic liquids are salts that are in the liquid state often up to 200 °C; they 

have many interesting properties such as chemical and thermal stability, high 

solubility power, non flammability, high ionic conductivity, and a wide 

electrochemical potential window174. They are called green solvents because they 

differ from the traditional volatile compounds being their vapor pressure negligible 

and thus being recyclable175. Their peculiar properties make IL good solvents and co-

catalysts in many reactions including organic catalysis and inorganic synthesis176.  

The possibility to dissolve cellulose and chitosan in [BMIm+Cl−] at the same time 

brought to the development of a completely green composite material, being the IL 

recovered by distillation and hence recyclable177. 
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4-EXPERIMENTAL 
 

4.1 Chemicals and reagents 

Reagents and chemicals that were used in this work are listed in table 4.1 

 

Table 4.1 Reagents and chemicals used 

 

 

 

4.2 Buffers and solutions 

All the water solutions were prepared using deionised water from a Milli-Q water 

purification system, MilliRO 5 PLUS (Merck Millipore, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, 

Germany). A Potassium phosphate buffer (KPi) 0.1 M. pH 7 was used to dilute the 

cyanopigments.  Other buffers that were used are listed in table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Buffers 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Thermal lens manifold  

4.3.1 Conventional TLS system 

The detector consisted of a dual-beam laser system. Depending from the experiments 

the excitation source (pump beam) was represented by an Argon-ion laser (Innova 

90, Coherent Inc. Santa Clara CA, USA, operating at 514.5 nm or 457.9 nm) or by a 

Krypton laser (Innova 300 C Coherent) operating at 406.7 nm or 647 nm). The probe 

beam was represented by a Helium-neon laser (1103P, 632.8 nm, 2 mW JDS 

Uniphase Corporation, Milpitas CA, USA) or by a Helium-neon laser (25-LGR-393-

230 533 nm, 4 mW Melles Griot, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The two beams were 

properly focused on the sample cell by a set of lenses while their collinear 

propagation was assured by a dichroic mirror (HR 514.5 nm or 457.9 nm/HT 632.8 

nm/45 deg or HR533 nm/HT 47nm/45 deg and HR 632.8 nm/HT406.7 nm/45 deg 

Laser Components GmbH, Olching, Germany). The photothermal effect was induced 

by the pump laser that was modulated by a mechanical chopper (300 CD Scitec 

instruments Ltd, Trowbridge, U.K.) operating at 40 Hz. The consequent periodic 

changes in the refractive index gradient in the sample (related to the concentration of 

the sample) caused a defocusing of the probe beam resulting in a change of the probe 

beam intensity at its axis. This variation could be sensed by a PIN photodiode 

(Thorlabs Inc, Newton, NJ, USA) connected to a lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford 
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Research Systems Inc, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) and recorded, stored and later 

elaborated by a computer.  

For batch mode measurements a 1 mL cell (1 cm pathlength) (101-QS Hellma 

Analytics GmbH & Co. KG, Müllheim, Germany) was used. For measurements 

performed in a FIA-TL system the cuvette was replaced by a 8 µL flow-trough cell 

(Hellma 176.050-QS). The carrier buffer was pumped in the system by an HPLC 

pump (Smartline Pump 1000, Knauer, Berlin, Germany). The samples were injected 

in the system by a six port  injector (A1358, Knauer) by means of microsyringes 

(Hamilton, Bonadutz AG, Switzerland). 

 

 

 

 
 
4.3.2 Commercial thermal lens microscope 

A commercial thermal lens microscope (ITLM-10, IMT Co, Ltd, Sakado, Japan) 

operating with an excitation laser source of 532 nm and a probe laser source of 670 

nm was used. The detector was composed of a silicon photodiode connected to a 

computer and the Cr-PE was detected in a 100 µm capillary cell using an excitation 
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laser power of 20 mW. The position of the cell was changed at each measurement 

due to photodegradation of the sample. 

 

4.3.3 Built in house thermal lens microscope 

A thermal lens microscope built in house with an argon-ion laser as excitation source 

(wavelength = 514.5 nm, power = 85 mW) was exploited for the detection of Cr-

phycoerythrin. For the experiments a commercial Y junction chip (part code No 

3200008, Dolomite, Royston, UK) with an H interface (part code No 3200155, 

Dolomite) were used. The chip had microchannels 205 µm wide × 100 µm deep, with 

one Y-junction channel and two straight channels.  

 
 

          
 
 
 
The Cr-PE solutions were injected by a microsyringe (Hamilton) in both settings and 

the pigment was detected directly on the microchip. The Cr-PE solutions were first 

detected in a static flow and in a gravity driven flow system. In the former, the buffer 

was not running in the system but only filling the microchip. In the latter, the 

pigment solutions were injected in a system were the flow was obtained by placing a 

syringe (filled with the carrier buffer and connected to the microchip by tubing) in a 

horizontal position and at a different heights in order to obtain different flow rates 

(70 cm for the lowest 85 cm for the fastest).  
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4.3.4 Thermal lens signal, calibration curves and LOD calculation 

In batch mode experiments the thermal lens signal (expressed in volts) was affected 

by photodegradation hence its strength was calculated taking in consideration the 

highest value obtained immediately after excitation of the samples. Since batch mode 

experiments were carried out just as preliminary tests, and were not foreseen in 

further experiments, only a single point calibration was performed at this stage.  

The thermal lens signal obtained in a flow injection system is represented by peaks. 

In this work the height of the peaks was used to quantify the signal. In the case of 
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cyanopigments detection, the average heights of the peaks from three consecutive 

injections of the same sample solution were used. For most samples the differences 

between signals from consecutive injections were within 10% or less. In the rare 

cases where large diiferences were observed between replicates the, outliers were 

retained or rejected based on the Q test187 . In the case of  MC-LR detection, only 

two peaks were measured. Indeed, in two parallel long runs, the difference in the 

height of the peaks were not larger than 10%. Hence, in order to avoid wasting of 

expensive reagents, all the experiments were performed in duplicates (in all the 

replicas the difference in the heigh of the peaks were never larger than 10%). The 

baseline, given by the noise of the system and the signal of the carrier buffer, was 

subtracted to obtain the final value of each peak. The points of a calibration curves 

were obtained by taking the average of three reliable measurements  The LODs were 

measured according to the formula: 

 

                                        LOD= (3.3xσblank)/s 
  

  

Where σblank is the standard deviation of the blank and s is the slope of the calibration 

curve188.  

The raw data were elaborated using OriginPro8 and Microsoft Office Excel 2003 

softwares. 

 

 

 

4.4 Absorbance measurements 

Absorbance measurements were recorded with a LAMBDA 650 UV/VIS 

spectrophotometer (Perkin-Helmer, Waltham, MA, USA) operating with a deuterium 

lamp. Data were acquired by the UV WinLab software (Perkin-Helmer). The 

samples were detected in a 3.5 mL spectrophotometric cell (100-OS, Hellma). 
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4.5 Fluorescence measurements 

Fluorescence measurements were performed with a steady state fluorimeter (FS920, 

Edimburgh Instruments Ltd, Livingston, UK) with a 450 W Xenon lamp as the 

source of excitation. Emission spectra were obtained using an excitation wavelength 

of 540 nm for Cr-PE. The fluorimeter FS920 was controlled by an Edinburgh 

Instruments workstation on which the F900 spectrometer software was running. A 

daily stock solution 1 mg/mL of Cr-PE was prepared diluting the FEBICO 

commercial stock solution in KPi 0.1 M pH 7. Sample solutions were prepared in a 5 

mL volumetric flask by pouring the ethanol or potassium iodide first, then the 

pigment and finally bringing to the final volume with phosphate buffer. A volume of 

2.4 mL was used for each measurement; every solution was prepared just before 

recording the spectrum and always kept in the dark by covering the volumetric flask 

and the fluorescence cell (Hellma, 101-OS, 3.5 mL) with an aluminum foil.  

 

4.6 Protein phosphatase inhibition assay 

The PPIA was developed in two steps. Firstly, the best experimental conditions in 

order to obtain detectable amounts of para-nitrophenolate from the reaction of PP2A 

with pNPP were investigated. Then the assay was optimized for the use with protein 

phosphates 2A. Hereafter the reaction of PP2A with pNPP  in the absence of MC-LR 

will be referred to as colorimetric reaction. 

 

4.6.1 Colorimetric reaction in a 96-multiwell plate 

Solutions of DTT 10 mM, pNPP 0.1 M and PP2A diluted in Tris-HCl buffer 40 mM 

pH 8.4  were prepared daily. Multiwell plates with flat bottom (Costar 3696, 

Corning, NY, USA) were used. The wells were filled with 150 and 100 µL of Tris 

buffer in the case of the blank and the sample, respectively, 50 µL of enzyme 

solution (sample), 50 µL of DTT 10 mM (2 mM final concentration) and 50 µL of 

pNPP 0.1 M (20 mM final concentration). The substrate was added after 5 minutes of 

incubation at 36 °C under gentle shaking in an incubating waving shaker (Talboys, 

Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) . The first measurement was recorded 

immediately after adding the p-NPP and further measurements were taken every 10 

minutes. The 96-microwell plate was kept at 36°C under gentle shaking between the 

measurements. Kinetic measurements were performed by recording the absorbances 
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at 405 nm by a TECAN multiwell plate reader (Spectra® photometer, TECAN, 

Milan, Italy) with a 492 nm filter as reference. No sample absorption is expected at 

the reference wavelength. The instrument measures the absorptions at both 

wavelengths and subtracts the values obtained at 492 nm (background) from the one 

obtained at 405 nm. This subtraction it is not strictly necessary but allows to obtained 

more accurate data when comparing different runs. 

 

4.6.2 Protein phosphatase inhibition assay in a 96 multiwell plate 

Solutions of p-NPP, PP2A and DTT were prepared daily as previously described. 

Microcystin solutions were prepared diluting a 100% methanol stock solution in 

Tris-HCl buffer. The wells were filled with 150, 100 and 50 µL of TRIS buffer in the 

case of the blank, the control and the sample, respectively, 50 µL of enzyme solution 

(control and samples), 50 µL of DTT 10 mM (2 mM final concentration), 50 µL of 

pNPP 0.1M (20 mM final concentration) and 50 µL of microcystin solution. 

Measurements were performed as described previously.  

 

4.6.3 Colorimetric reaction in a spectrophotometric cell 

Solutions of p-NPP, and DTT were prepared as previously described for the 

experiments in the 96-multiwell plate. The enzyme (2 µL i.e. final concentration of 

PP2A in the cell equal to 0.96 µU/ µL) was added directly in the cell containing 497 

µL of Tris buffer and 167 µL of DTT 10 mM and incubated at 36 °C for 5 min in a 

thermostatic bath composed by a bath vessel and a immersion thermostat (EH 4 and 

EH 4.2, IKA, Staufen, Germany). The substrate (167 µL p-NPP 10 mM) was added 

just prior the first measurement. Between the measurements (taken every 5 min) the 

cell was kept at 36 °C.  

 

4.6.4 Colorimetric reaction in a FIA-TLS system 

Since finding the optimal experimental conditions to perform the colorimetric and 

the protein phosphatase inhibition assays was one of the goals of this work, more 

details are given in the next chapter. 
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4.6.4.1 System set up 

The detector consisted of a dual beam laser system. The pump beam was represented 

by an Argon-ion laser operating at 457.9 nm (P=100 and 10 mW) while the probe 

beam was a Helium-neon laser operating at 632.8 nm (P= 2 mW). The reaction 

occurred in a reaction coil connected by PDVF tubing to the injector and to the flow 

through cell. In order to keep the experimental conditions at 36°C, the coil was 

submerged in the bath vessel where the deionised water was heated by the immersion 

thermostat. 
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4.6.4.2 Colorimetric reaction 

Depending on the different experiments the carrier buffer contained p-NPP in a 

concentration equal to 1, 3 or 20 mM. In the first experiment two different enzyme 

solutions were used. The first one was prepared by adding PP2A (0.2 mU/µL, 

glycerol 25%) to a Tris-HCl buffer solution containing 2 mM DTT (final 

concentration). The second enzyme solution was prepared by adding PP2A (0.2 

mU/µL, glycerol 25%) to the carrier buffer solution. All the further experiments were 

carried out diluting the enzyme in the carrier buffer solution. Solutions were prepared 

fresh and filtered daily. 

 

4.6.4.3 Protein phosphatase inhibition assay 

Microcystin solutions were prepared as for the inhibition assay in a 96-multiwell 

plate but without the presence of DTT. Sample solutions were prepared by first 

diluting the enzyme in a Tris buffer without pNPP and subsequently adding the 

microcystin solution and the p-NPP solution. The extent of the inhibition was 

measured as the difference between the height of the peaks in the absence and in the 

presence of microcystin. 

 

 
 
4.7 Adsorption of MC-LR on composite materials 

4.7.1 Composite materials 

Different composite materials (also referred to as films in this work)  already 

prepared in the laboratory of Dr. Tran at Marquette University177  were tested (see 

the table 4.2). The films were prepared dissolving different materials at different 

concentrations using the ionic liquid butyl methylimmidazolium chloride 

([BMIm+Cl-]) as solvent. 
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Table 4.3 List of the tested composite materials. Composition and relative percentage of the tested 

material are shown 

Composite material Abbreviation used in the text 

50% chitosan 50% triciclodextrins [50% CS-50% TCD] 

50% chitosan 50% dibenzo-18-crown-6 [50% CS-50% DB18C6] 

50% cellulose 50% dibenzo-18-crown-6 [50% CEL-50% DB18C6] 

50% cellulose 50% triciclodextrins [50% CEL-50% TCD] 

60% cellulose 40% triciclodextrins [50% CEL-40% TCD] 

75% cellulose 25% triciclodextrins [75% CEL-25% TCD] 

100% cellulose [100% CEL] 

100% chitosan [100% CS] 

67% chitosan 33% cellulose [67% CS-33% CEL] 

50% chitosan 50% cellulose [50% CS-50% CEL] 

40% chitosan 60% cellulose [40% CS-60% CEL] 

29% chitosan 71% cellulose [29% CS-71% CEL] 

20% chitosan 80% cellulose [20% CS-80% CEL] 

 

 

 
4.7.2 Experimental set up 

A daily stock solution of 3.7 mg/L of MC-LR diluted in deionised water was used for 

all the experiments. Dried materials (i.e. left for 2-3 days at room temperature in a 

60% humidity controlled chamber after removal of the IL) were used to perform the 

kinetic experiments. Twenty mg of material (Fig. 4.6) were cut and washed before 

use in order to remove any preparation contaminant eventually present. The materials 

were stirred in de-ionized water for 24 hours at room temperature. Water was 

changed every 4 hours and each washing was done in 2 L of water. 

Spectrophotometric measurements at 214 and 293 (Lambda 35 UV/VIS 

spectrometer, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) were performed on the washing 

water in order to monitor the possible presence of contaminants and in particular of 

the ionic liquid [BMIm+ Cl-].  
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In order to avoid the damage of the material during the washing a support was 

designed. The support was composed of a thin piece of PTFE rectangular shaped 

with 4 windows and two PTFE meshes. The samples were inserted in the windows, 

covered by the meshes and the three parts were fixed together by using plastic clips 

(Fig. 4.7). The support enabled to avoid the damage of the samples due to the 

turbulence of water under stirring while the meshes allowed the free circulation of 

water through the materials. The washed materials were placed in a 

spectrophotometric cell (1cmx1cm square spectrophotometric cell) that was then 

filled with 2.7 mL of a 3.7 mg/L MC-LR solution (and deionised water for the 

blank). Absorbance measurements (Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV/VIS spectrometer) 

were taken at 238 nm every 10 min in the first 2 hours and then every 20 min. In 

order to ensure a good circulation of the solution in the spectrophotometric cell a 

small magnetic spin bar was used and the solution was taken under stirring for the 

whole measurement. 
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To avoid damaging from the magnetic bar the sample was inserted between two 

PTFE meshes and the spin bar positioned on the top of the mesh-composite-mesh 

sandwich (Fig. 4.8). If the sample was too big to lay down flat it was cut in small 

pieces in order to prevent an interference with the light beam of the 

spectrophotometer. Moreover cutting the bigger samples prevented a possible 

displacing of the spin bar resulting in the damaging of the sample or in an adequate 

mixing of the solution. The use of the meshes allowed the material to be protected 

from the stirrer but at the same time to have enough surface area in contact with the 

solution. 
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4.7.3 Kinetics of adsorption 

Adsorption of MC-LR on the films was observed as a time dependent decrease in the 

absorbance of microcystin solution at 238 nm. The percentage of adsorption of MC-

LR on the films was calculated as the difference between the initial and the 

equilibrium concentration of the cyanotoxin solution. The concentration of MC-LR 

at t=0 and t=equilibrium was extrapolated from calibration curves prepared by 

laboratory technicians on monthly basis from absorbance readings performed on the 

Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV/VIS spectrometer.  
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The mechanism of adsorption of MC-LR on the composite materials was 

investigated by fitting the kinetic data to the pseudo-first order and pseudo-second 

order models (described in the chapter 5). The best fitting model was chosen on the 

basis of the calculated coefficient of determination R2 and the model selection 

criteria MSC: 

 

 
 
 
Where Yobsi  and Ycali are observed and calculated values of i-th point respectively, wi 

is the weight that is applied to the i-th point and that was considered 1 by default, n is 

the number of the points and p is the number of parameters.   

R2 and MSC were calculated from raw data elaborated by PSI-Plot software. 
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5-RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 DETECTION OF CYANOBACTERIAL PIGMENTS 

In the first part of this work preliminary experiments were performed in order to 

investigate the possibility of using thermal lens spectrometry and thermal lens 

microscopy to detect cyanobacterial pigments. 

 

5.1.1 Preliminary experiments in a TLS-batch mode system 

5.1.1.1 Batch mode experiments on CL-APC in a conventional TL system 

Preliminary experiments on CL-APC in batch mode were carried out in a dual beam 

thermal lens system where the pump beam was generated by a krypton laser 

(wavelength 647.1 nm, P=100 mW).  A solution of CL-APC 10 µg/mL in KPi pH 7 

was measured.  As it can be seen in figure 5.1 the TL signal showed a significant 

decrease with time meaning that under the given experimental conditions the 

pigment undergoes photodegradation processes. In particular the TL signal of CL-

APC showed a decrease of 0.38 mV over a period of 180 s i.e. a drop of 30%. The 

high noise of the signal observed was due to a particularly high random fluctuation 

of the electricity in the system in the day of recording.   
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5.1.1.2 Batch mode experiments on Cr-PE in a conventional TL system 

Batch mode measurements of a solution of Cr-PE 10 µg/mL in KPi pH 7 were 

performed in a thermal lens system where the pump beam was generated by an 

argon-ion laser (wavelength 514.5 nm, P=100 mW). Also in this case a considerable 

degree of photodegradation was observed (Fig. 5.2) with a decrease in the signal of 

0.25 mV over a period of 180 s i.e. a drop of 68%, showing that Cr-PE TL signal is 

more affected by photodegradation than CL-APC. The noise observed in the case of 

CL-APC was not observed in the case of Cr-PE.      

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.1.3 Batch mode experiments on Cr-PE by TLM 

Preliminary experiments on Cr-PE were performed using a commercial thermal lens 

microscope (excitation wavelength 532 nm, laser power 20 mW). Solution of Cr-PE 

1 mg/mL in KPi pH 7 was used. Higher concentration of cyanopigment, in 

comparison to the one used in the conventional TL system was chosen in order to 

demonstrate in the best possible way the expected photodegradation. Effectively, 

also in the case of TLM photodegradation of the pigment was observed (Fig. 5.3). 

The signal of Cr-PE decreased of 65%, i.e. 8.8 µV, in 3 minutes. The degradation 

rate was comparable to the one obtained in the conventional TL system even though 

the 5 times lower average power. This can be attributed to the much higher power 
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intensity due to tight focusing of excitation beam by microscopic objective lens and 

to the smaller irradiated volume of the sample. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5.3 shows three measurements of the Cr-PE solution performed 

consecutively. Due to photodegradation, in order to repeat the measurements on the 

same sample the capillary cell was displaced after each recording. Both the height of 

the peaks and the degradation rate were the same for the three measurements proving 

that the signal was reproducible. 

These preliminary results showed that both CL-APC and Cr-PE could be detected at 

a concentration of 10 µg/mL by TLS. Moreover Cr-PE was successfully detected 

also by TLM at a concentration of 1 mg/mL. However the TL signal in both systems 

was highly affected by photodegradation processes and further improvements were 

needed in order to improve its stability. 
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5.1.2 Improvement of the TL detection by quenching  

Another process that affects the efficiency of a thermal lens detection system is 

fluorescence which the absorbed energy is dissipated and is not available for 

generation of heat and temperature changes in the sample through non radiative de-

excitation. Therefore the TL signal is decreased. Both cyanopigments are highly 

fluorescent (the quantum yield of CL-APC equals to 0.68 and it can be assumed that 

the quantum yield of Cr-PE is similar) therefore the possibility of further improving 

the detection sensitivity by fluorescence quenching was investigated. Preliminary 

experiments were performed in the presence of iodide (KI), a well known quencher 

which reduces the fluorescence quantum yield and should therefore increase the TL 

signal. Emission spectra of CL-APC and Cr-PE in the absence and in the presence of 

KI were recorded in order to evaluate if and how much the fluorescence of the two 

pigments was affected by the quencher. 

 

5.1.2.1 Quenching effect of KI on CL-APC 

Emission spectra (excitation wavelength = 600 nm) of 10 µg/mL solutions of CL-

APC in 0, 1 and 2.5 M KI were recorded by an Edinburgh Instruments 

Spectrophotometer F900. As expected, at increasing concentrations of KI decreasing 

fluorescence signals were recorded. In particular, in the presence of 1 M KI the 

decrease in intensity of emitted light at the fluorescence maximum of 650 nm was 

37.7% while in the presence of 2.5 M KI the drop in the fluorescence signal was 

60.7% (Fig. 5.4). 
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5.1.2.2 Quenching effect of KI on Cr-PE 

Emission spectra (excitation wavelength = 540 nm) of 20 µg/mL solutions of Cr-PE 

in 0, 1 and 2.5 M KI were recorded (Fig. 5.5). Also in the case of Cr-PE at increasing 

concentrations of KI decreasing fluorescence signals were observed. In the presence 

of 1 M KI a fluorescence decrease at the fluorescence maximum of 43.5% was 

observed while in the presence of 2.5 M KI a decrease equal to 68.5% was observed. 
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Results showed that potassium iodide is able to quench the fluorescence of both 

pigments but that Cr-PE fluorescence is more affected by this quencher. Under  the 

given experimental conditions in fact the ratio of the fluorescence between CL-APC 

in KPi and CL-APC in KI was 1.6 and 2.5 for 1 M and 2.5 M KI, respectively. In the 

case of Cr-PE the ratio of the fluorescence in the absence and in the presence of 1 M 

and 2.5 M KI was 1.8 and 3.2 respectively. 

Based on this further experiments were focused only on Cr-PE. Indeed this pigment 

looked more promising for the improvement of the TL systems, being Cr-PE more 

affected by quenching than CL-APC. 

 

 

5.1.2.3 Quenching effect of KI on the TL signal 

Once established that KI quenches the Cr-PE fluorescence, the effect of the presence 

of 1 M KI on the TL signal was tested on a solution of Cr-PE 10 µg/mL. In the 

presence of 1 M KI the observed TL signal of Cr-PE was 1.5 times higher then the 

one in KPi i.e. 0.69 mV and 0.46 mV respectively. The signals of Cr-PE solutions (5, 

10, 15, and 20 µg/mL) in the presence and in the absence of 1 M KI were measured. 

The slopes of the calibration curves in the absence and in the presence of KI were 

4.89x10-2 mV µg-1 mL (R2=0.98384, RSS=2.35369x10-8, p=6.29713x10-5) and 

8.91x10-2 mV µg-1 mL (R2=0.9895, RSS=5.05316x10-8, p=2.65504x10-5) respectively 

(Fig. 5.6).  
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Assuming that the fluorescence quantum yield of Cr-PE is the same as the one of 

CL-APC (i.e. 0.68) it was calculated that in the presence of KI the decrease in 

fluorescence should have been around 40% and thus the absorbed energy that would 

have been converted to heat (that in the absence of quencher is the 32%) should have 

increased up to 59%. This value corresponds to an increase in sensitivity of 1.9 times 

in the presence of 1 M KI and it is consistent with the obtained slopes ratio that is 

equal to 1.82. Despite the increased sensitivity of the system in the presence of KI, 

the calculated LODs were almost the same i.e. 57 µg/mL for Cr-PE in KPi and 56 

µg/mL for Cr-PE in 1 M KI. Due to this high noise problem, in this work no further 

experiments were carried out in the presence of KI. However it is expected that the 

noise could be reduced by purifying the quencher or by changing the quencher. 

 

 

5.1.3 Improvement of the TL detection by the use of ethanol 

Another possible way to improve the sensitivity of a thermal lens system is to use 

solvents that, due to their thermooptical properties, enhance the thermal lens effect. 

Among these solvents, ethanol189,190 is one of the less expensive and less toxic. It was 

also demonstrated that it does not interfere with the stability of phycoerythrin191 and 

this represents an additional advantage in terms of sample preservation when 

working in a thermal lens system. Furthermore solvents as ethanol enhance the 

thermal stability of proteins192. For the aforementioned reasons, part of this work is 

focused on the study of the efficacy of using ethanol in order to improve the 

sensitivity of the TL system for the detection of Cr-PE. In the first step the effect of 

the presence of ethanol in Cr-PE solutions was investigated by recording the 

fluorescence and absorbance spectra of the pigment in the presence of different 

concentrations of the solvent. Once established the best range of solvent 

concentration to work with, the improvement in the sensitivity by the use of ethanol 

was investigated in TL and TLM systems.  

 

5.1.3.1 Fluorescence spectra of Cr-PE in the presence of ethanol 

Fluorescence spectra of solutions of Cr-PE 20 µg/mL in the presence of different 

concentrations of EtOH (0, 0.5, 2.5, 5, 10 and 50% vol/vol) were recorded. A 

decrease of Cr-PE fluorescence signal (Fig. 5.7) that was dependent from the 
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increase of EtOH was observed for solvent concentrations in the range of 0-10%. In 

particular the losses were equal to 1.0, 11.8, 17.4, and 50.7% in the presence of 0.5, 

2.5, 5 and 10% EtOH respectively. At the higher concentration of 50% the loss was 

equal to 81.3% moreover a shift in the emission maximum was observed. 

 

 

 

 

5.1.3.2 Absorbance spectra of Cr-PE in the presence of ethanol 

Absorption spectra of Cr-PE 30 µg/mL in EtOH 0, 0.5, 2.5,5 and 10% vol/vol were 

recorded. As it can be seen in figure 5.8, for this range of EtOH concentrations the 

losses in absorbance are really modest being equal to 0.5, 3, 3.5 and 4.6% 

respectively.  
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5.1.3.3 Comparison between fluorescence and absorbance spectra of Cr-PE in 

the presence of ethanol 

In order to understand if the drop of Cr-PE fluorescence in the presence of ethanol 

was due only to a loss in absorbance, the ratio between the maximum of fluorescence 

and the maximum of absorbance was calculated. As it can be seen from the table 5.1 

the ratios between the fluorescence and the absorbance signals at different ethanol 

concentrations were not constant as it would be expected if the drop in fluorescence 

would be due only to a drop in absorbance. Therefore, it was reasonable to speculate 

that some solvent effect related to ethanol was involved in the loss of pigments 

fluorescence. This could represent an additional advantage, besides the already 

mentioned, in using ethanol for Cr-PE detection in a thermal lens system.  
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Table 5.1 Fluorescence –absorbance ratios of Cr-PE in the presence of different concentrations 
of ethanol 

 

 

 

5.1.3.4 Ethanol effect on the sensitivity of a TL-batch mode detection of Cr-PE 

Once established the effects of ethanol on the absorbance and fluorescence spectra of 

Cr-PE, the effect of this solvent on the sensitivity of a TLS system was investigated. 

A dual beam thermal lens system where the pump beam was generated by an argon-

ion laser (wavelength 514.5 nm, P=100 mW) was used. A calibration curve was 

obtained from solutions at different concentrations (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 µg/mL) of Cr-

PE in KPi, EtOH 10% (Fig. 5.9). Ethanol addition resulted in higher background 

noise therefore the improvement in sensitivity was only slightly reflected in the 

improvement of Cr-PE detection. Indeed, the sensitivity of the system in 10% 

ethanol was 8 times higher than the one obtained previously in KPi (slope=4.13x10-4 

mV µg-1, R²=0.99563, RSS=1.3754x10-7, p=2.72298x10-7), while the calculated 

LOD in 10% ethanol was only 1.3 times lower than the one obtained in KPi, i.e. 43 

µg/L. 
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5.1.4 Improvement of the TLS system by coupling with FIA 
 
In order to reduce the exposure of the pigments to the intensive laser light, the 

thermal lens technique was coupled with the flow injection analysis.  

 

5.1.4.1 Detection of Cr-PE in a FIA-TLS system 

Experiments were performed in a system where the pump beam was given by an 

argon-ion laser (λ=514.5 nm, P=100 mW). Solutions of Cr-PE (5, 10, 15 µg/mL, 200 

µL injection volume) in KPi pH 7 were injected into the carrier buffer (KPi pH 7) 

that was running in the system at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The resident time of the 

sample in the flow through cell was 480 ms. Under the given experimental 

conditions reproducible peaks were obtained (Fig. 5.10). 
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Further measurements were carried out reducing the injection volume to 100 µL. 

Solutions of Cr-PE (0.05, 0.5, 2, 6, 10, 20 µg/mL) were injected in the carrier buffer 

(KPi pH 7) that was running at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. In the given experimental 

conditions the sensitivity of the system was equal to 1.5 mV µg-1 mL (R2=0.9999) 

(Fig. 5.11) i.e. 31 times higher than the one obtained previously in batch mode. 

Despite this increase in sensitivity, the extrapolated LOD in the FIA-TLS system was 

only 4.35 times lower then the one obtained in batch mode i.e. 13 µg/L. This can be 

explained by a higher noise due to fluctuations in a flowing system where the carrier 

buffer is driven by a peristaltic pump. However the signals obtained in such a system 

are reproducible and calibration curves with regression coefficients higher than 0.99 

can be obtained demonstrating that coupling the TLS system with FIA is a successful 

way to overcome the photodegradation of Cr-PE.   
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5.1.4.2 Effect of ethanol on the sensitivity of a FIA-TLS detection of Cr-PE 

The further step was to investigate the effect of ethanol on the sensitivity of a FIA-

TLS system. Based on the preliminary test in batch mode and on additional 

recordings of the absorbance (Fig. 5.12) and fluorescence spectra (Fig. 5.13) of Cr-

PE in the presence of 30% and 40% EtOH, a 40% concentration of the solvent was 

chosen to perform the experiment. Indeed, in these experimental conditions, there is 

a little loss of absorbance (7%) while the loss in fluorescence is around the 69%. 
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A dual beam thermal lens system where the pump beam was generated by an argon-

ion laser (wavelength 514.5 nm, P=100 mW) was used. The samples were injected 

with a 100 µL loop in the carrier buffer (KPi, EtOH 40% pH 7) that was running at a 

flow rate of 1 mL/min. A calibration curve (Fig. 5.14) was obtained from solutions of 

Cr-PE in EtOH 40% (0.05, 0.5, 2, 6, 10 µg/mL). The sensitivity of the system for Cr-
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PE in the presence of EtOH 40% was 3.9 times higher than the one for Cr-PE in KPi, 

indeed the calculated slope was equal to 4.53 mV µg-1 mL (R2=0.99856).  

 

 

 

 

 

The extrapolated LODs were 40 and 22 µg/mL. The former was obtained measuring 

the standard deviation of the heights of the peaks obtained after the blank injection 

(KPi, 40% EtOH) while the latter was obtained by taking in consideration the 

standard deviation of the baseline. The same calculations were performed in the 

previous experiment but the LODs in that case coincided. Probably the difference in 

the carrier buffer composition causes an increase of the noise. A possible solution for 

this problem could be achieved by reducing the pressure in the system by decreasing 

the flow rate.  

 

Taking into account that on average one cyanobacterial cell (60 µm3) produces about 

0.2 pg of microcystins193, than 5000 cells/mL are needed to reach the limit of 1 µg/L 

for microcystin in water. Considering that the average amount of PE in dry mass 

cyanobacterial cells is approximately around 4%, with  the range between 1 and 

8%194, and by accepting that on average cyanobacteria contain 264 fg dry mass/µm3 
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195 , than a comparable concentration of 3.2 µg/L PE corresponding to maximum 

contaminant level (MCL) for microcystin can be calculated.  From the results that 

were obtained such low concentrations of PE are within reach of FIA-TLS. Indeed 

the lowest LOD that was obtained in this work is 13 µg/L in KPi i.e. only 4 times 

higher than the one calculated as the one corresponding to the MCL of microcystin. 

Further improvements in sensitivity of phycoerythrin detection by TLS can be 

achieved by reduction of the noise in the system, improvements in the thermooptical 

properties of analyzed samples and by the use of appropriate quenchers. These 

further improvements are expected to make the FIA-TLS compares favorably to 

recently reported techniques which could be used as early warning systems for 

microcystins and are based on detection of cyanopigments45. The achieved LODs 

already indicate that TLS could represent a powerful tool for the detection of 

cyanobacteria in water which can therefore detect early onsets of massive HABs in 

natural waters, where concentrations of cyanobacteria can peak up to 1000 times 

higher levels as needed to reach the MCL for microcystin.  

 

  

5.1.5 Detection of Cr-PE in a microfluidic chip by a thermal lens 

microscope 

In this work a further step in the exploitation of thermal lens techniques for the 

detection of Cr-PE was  the downscaling of conventional FIA to a microfluidic 

system where the detection was performed by a thermal lens microscope built in 

house with an argon-ion laser (λexc=514.5 nm, P=85 mW) as excitation source.  

 

5.1.5.1 Set up of the microfluidic chip-TLM system 

A first set of experiments was performed in static flow in order to investigate 

weather the system was sensitive enough to detect Cr-PE. Different volumes (2 and 4 

µL) of solutions of PE 15 and 45 µg/mL in KPi were injected manually into the 

system. As it can be seen in figure 4.15 it has been possible to obtain repeatable 

signals that were proportional with the injection volumes used.  
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To further improve the system, different injection volumes were tested in order to 

gain a higher sensitivity. In addition a faster flow rate was tested in order to avoid the 

presence of the peak tails that have been observed previously. Experiments were 

performed at two different flow rates i.e. 0.625 and 0.91 µL/s and injecting volumes 

of  4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 µL of 15 and 45 µg/mL Cr-PE in KPi. Results showed that the 

optimal injection volume was 10 µL in both of the given experimental conditions. 

Indeed, when injection volumes larger than 10 µL were used, no significant increase 

of the TL signal was observed. Figure 5.16 shows TL signals obtained after the 

injection of 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 µL of a 45 µg/mL Cr-PE solution at a flow rate of 0.91 

µL/s. The observed TL signals were equal to 0.22, 0.33, 0.39, 0.44 and 0.45 mV 

respectively, showing that the increase in the TL signal reaches a plateau at injection 

volumes equal to 12 µL. As expected, at a higher flow rate the tailing of the peaks 

was reduced (Fig. 5.17). 
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5.1.5.2 Improvement of the TLM-microfluidic system by addition of ethanol 

The improvement in the sensitivity by the use of ethanol was tested also in the 

microfluidic system. Experiments were performed by injecting volumes of 4, 6, 8, 

10, and 12 µL of 15 and 45 µg/mL Cr-PE in KPi containing 30% and 40% EtOH. 

Working with the same experimental set up as in previous experiments (performed in 

the absence of EtOH) the resulting flow rates were slower (i.e. 0.33 and 0.45 µL/s) 

due to the different densities of the solutions. Similarly to the experiment performed 

in the absence of ethanol the injection volume of 10 µL was proven to be the best 

option. A better repeatability of the peaks was achieved working at a flow rate of 

0.45 µL/s. Anyhow, under these experimental conditions, reproducible peaks were 

obtained but only the signals of the solutions added with 30% EtOH resulted to be 

proportional with the injection volumes. Therefore calibration curves (0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 

10 µg/mL) in the presence and in absence of EtOH 30% (Fig. 5.18) were recorded 

injecting 10 µL of the solutions in a flow rate of 0.45 µL/s. Figure 5.19 shows the 

reproducibility and coherence of the Cr-PE signals used to plot the calibration curve 

in EtOH. 
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The increase in the sensitivity of the system was by a factor of 3 in the case of 30% 

EtOH,  since the slopes for Cr-PE in KPi and in 30% EtOH equal to 1.01x10-3 mV 

µg-1 mL (R2=0.99674) and 3.04x10-3 mV µg-1 mL (R2= 0.99937), respectively. The 

LODs extrapolated from the calibration curves were 119 µg/L in the case of KPi and 

51µg/L in the case of 30% EtOH. The LOD in the presence of ethanol was 2.3 times 

lower than the one in KPi, showing that under the given experimental conditions, the 

noise had a minor effect in comparison to the one observed in the FIA-TLS system. 

 

Results showed that Cr-PE was successfully detected in a microchip-TLM system. 

Furthermore the LOD was reduced to 46 µg/L by addition of EtOH 30%. The 

sensitivity gained in the TLM system is comparable to the one obtained by classic 

TLS however further improvements can be achieved by the optimization of the 

experimental conditions and the automation of the system. Different solvents and 

quenchers can be exploited; moreover micropumps and microinjectors can be used 

for a better control of the flow rates and the accuracy of the injections. 

The Table 5.2 resumes the analytical performances of the TL systems for the 

detection of Cr-PE together with the one of the traditional spectrometry found in the 

literature. Accuracy and precision, in terms of repeatability and reproducibility of the 

data, are shown. The accuracy was measured as the percentage mean recovery (mean 
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R%) of 3 replicates. The repeatability was determined as the percentage of the 

relative standard deviation (RSD) of 3 replicates while the reproducibility was 

determined as the percentage of the RSD of 2 sets of 3 replicates measured in 

different days. All the parameters were tested at two fortification levels i.e. 2 and 20 

µg/mL. As it can be seen, the performances of TL system are comparable to the one 

of the traditional spectrometry. 

 

 

Table 5.2 Analytical performances of TL systems and conventional spectrometry 

Detection 
technique 
(this work) 

Analyte 
Analyte 

concentration 
(µg/mL) 

Accuracy 
mean R (%) 

Repeatability 
(n=3) RSD (%) 

Reproducibility 
(n=2x3) RSD (%) 

2 95.1 2.92 3.12 
Cr-PE in KPi 

10 98.1 1.46 4.17 

2 93 1.28 3.16 
FIA-TLS 

Cr-PE in 40% EtOH 
10 106.4 0.13 1.77 

2 86.7 1.63 2.57 
Cr-PE in KPi 

10 93.7 1.55 2.31 

2 112.7 1.01 5.31 
FIA-TLM 

Cr-PE in 30% EtOH 
10 102 1.83 2.1 

Detection 
technique  

(other works)44 
Analyte 

Analyte 
concentration 

(µg/mL) 
Accuracy 

mean R (%) 
Repeatability (n=3) 

RSD (%) 
Reproducibility 

(n=5x3) RSD (%) 

Absorbance R-Phycoerythin 
in aqueous buffer 1-10 93.7 0.5-34.7 4.9 

Fluorescence R-Phycoerythin 
in aqueous buffer 0.001-1 98.9 0.15-4 4.9 
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5.2 DETECTION OF MC-LR  

 

The protein phosphatase inhibition assay is a well known method for the detection of 

cyanotoxins. In literature many applications of PPIA to detect microcystins can be 

found but to our knowledge thermal lens techniques have never been used for this 

purpose. Moreover even if PPIA is based on a quite simple colorimetric reaction 

there are many different protocols that can be found in literature. Therefore the first 

step in the developing of a PPIA-TL detection system was to optimize a colorimetric 

assay of our own. For the preliminary experiments the PPIA assay was performed in 

a 96 multiwell plate, a well known method for the detection of microcystins.  

 

5.2.1 Set up of the PPIA in a 96 multiwell plate 

The enzymatic assay was performed following the protocol proposed for okadaic 

acid196 and lately applied for the detection of microcystins178,179.    

 

5.2.1.1 Protein phosphatase 2A activity  

A first set of experiments were carried out in order to find the optimal range of 

enzymatic units to work with i.e. the range at which the absorbance of the product 

pNP was high enough in order to be detected in a TL system. The activity of 

solutions containing 0.06, 0.12, 0.24 and 0.48 mU/well of PP2A (i.e. final 

concentrations of 0.24, 0.48, 0.96 and 1.92 µU/µL) were tested. As it can be seen in 

figure 5.20 at the given experimental conditions the colorimetric reaction occurred at 

a fast rate in the first 30 minutes and then it slowly reached a plateau. In the presence 

of 0.48 mU after 10 min the observed absorbance of the product was already around 

0.75. The same value was obtained with 0.24 mU in 30 min while after 15 min the 

absorbance was almost 0.25. At lower enzymatic activity i.e. 0.12 and 0.06 mU the 

times required to reach an absorbance value equal to 0.25 were around 30 and 70 min 

respectively. Given the fact that in a TL system there is linearity between the TL 

signal and the concentration of the sample for absorbances up to 0.1 a.u, further 

experiments were carried out at an enzymatic activity equal to 0.24 mU. Indeed this 

enzymatic activity was a good compromise between the time to reach absorbances 

around 0.1 a.u. (10 min) and the amount of enzyme required (Fig. 5.20). 
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5.2.1.2 PP2A inhibition by MC-LR  

The following step was to investigate the effect of MC-LR on the activity of PP2A.  

The enzyme (0.24 mU/well, final concentration 0.96 µU/µL) was incubated with 

different concentrations (0.2, 1, 5 µg/L) of MC-LR and absorbance measurements 

were taken every 5 minutes in order to determine the inhibition effect of the toxin on 

the enzyme (Fig. 5.21).  
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At the given experimental conditions no inhibiting effect was observed after the 

incubation of PP2A with the lowest concentration of microcystin and as it can be 

seen in figure 5.24 the curves of the control (pink) and the one of 0.2 µg/L 

microcystin (blue) are essentially indistinguishable. The incubation of PP2A with 1 

µg/L (the limit fixed by WHO for MC-LR in drinking water) caused a 25% loss of 

the enzymatic activity visible already after 10 minutes. The incubation with the 

highest concentration of the toxin caused an almost complete inactivation of the 

enzyme that showed a loss in activity equal to 91%. The absorbances recorded at 10 

minutes were 0.35 a.u. for the control solution and 0.35, 0.26 and 0.07 a.u. for the 

0.2, 1 and 5 µg/L microcystin solutions.  

Results showed that, under the given experimental conditions, a quite fast PPIA 

assay in a 96-multiwell plate is possible, with the total 15 min time required for the 

assay (5 for the incubation of the enzyme with the toxin plus 10 min for the 

measurement). Moreover the measured absorbances were high enough to perform the 

assay in a TL system where linearity between the TL signal and the sample 

concentration is expected for absorbances up to 0.1 a.u. 

 

 

 

5.2.2 Set up of the PPIA in a FIA-TL system 

5.2.2.1 Preliminary tests on the absorbance spectra of the reagents and the 

product 

The thermal lens systems are highly sensitive and they allow to detect an analyte 

even by using excitation wavelengths different from the one of the absorbance 

maximum, where the extinction is the highest. This characteristic allows performing 

experiments even in cases where there is no laser line available at an optimal 

excitation wavelength or when there is an overlapping of the absorbance spectra of 

the analyte and reagents which requires excitation at the wavelength of the lowest 

absorbance of the reagent. Hence, in order to choose the appropriate laser line to be 

used in the TL-PPIA system, absorbance spectra of PP2A, pNPP and pNP were 

recorded. Measurements were performed in a 1 mL spectrophotometric cell under the 

same conditions of the colorimetric assay performed in the 96 multiwell plate (final 

concentration of PP2A in the cell 0.96 µU/µL, Tris buffer 40 mM, pNPP 20 mM, 
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DTT 20 mM). Absorbance spectra of pNP were recorded at different times from the 

start of the reaction (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 min).  The maximum of absorbance of pNP is at 

405 nm hence a krypton laser line operating at 406.7 nm would have seemed the best 

option as a pump beam. However, while the absorbance of PP2A was found to be 

negligible, the absorbance spectrum of 20 mM pNPP was in part overlapping with 

the spectrum of pNP (Fig. 5.22) contributing to relatively high background 

absorbance at 407 nm.  

 

 

 

 

In order to solve this problem, the possibility of using lower concentrations of pNPP 

was investigated. The substrate is in fact present in excess (in order to make the 

reaction independent from its concentration) and moreover, any eventual loss in 

sensitivity due to the lower concentration of the substrate would be compensated by 

the high sensitivity of TLS. Therefore absorbance spectra of pNPP at lower 

concentrations (0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10 mM in Tris buffer 40 mM) were recorded 

(Fig. 5.23) in order to find the optimal substrate concentration to be used. 
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As it can be seen in figure 5.23, in the case of 10 mM pNPP the absorbance of the 

substrate around 407 nm was still high (0.17 a.u.), while between 1.25 and 5 mM the 

absorbances were ranging from 0.05 and 0.08 a.u. and at the lowest concentration i.e. 

0.625 mM the measured absorbance dropped to 0.01 a.u.. Given the recorded 

absorbance spectra of pNPP and pNP, a substrate concentration equal to 1 mM was 

used to perform the enzymatic assay in a TL system. Assuming that the reaction rate 

is not affected by the decrease of substrate concentration, the relative contribution of 

pNPP to overall absorbance in detection of pNP after 10 minutes of reaction is not 

large (6.6% for 0.625 mM pNPP and 13.3% for 1.25 mM pNPP). Furthermore the 

enzymatic assay was developed in a TL system where the pump beam was provided 

by an Argon-ion laser operating at an excitation wavelength of 457.9 nm. As it can 

be seen from figure 5.22, at this wavelength pNP is still absorbing with a 0.1 a.u. 

recorded after 10 min. This absorbance allows obtaining a strong signal in a TL 

system. Moreover at this wavelength the contribution of pNPP to detected signal of 

pNP after 10 minutes is 2 and 5% for 0.625 and 1.25 mM pNPP, respectively.  
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5.2.2.2 Set up of the colorimetric reaction  

The colorimetric reaction was performed first in a FIA-TLS system operating with an 

Argon-ion laser (λexc=457.9 nm, P=124 mW). Two different enzyme solutions (200 

µL of PP2A 1 µU/µL i.e. 0.2 mU per injection) were injected into the system where 

the carrier buffer 1 was running at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. The first solution was 

prepared by diluting the enzyme in enzyme buffer and injected immediately, i.e. 1 

minute after preparation (the time required for filling the syringe with the sample and 

injecting it into the system). In this case the reaction time was 9 minutes. Under the 

given experimental conditions no peak was observed, but the baseline signal was 

highly noisy. Since in a FIA-TLS system the differences in the composition of the 

carrier and the sample buffer can affect the TL signal (due to perturbations caused by 

mixing of the different buffers), a second solution was prepared diluting the enzyme 

in the carrier buffer 1.  

The solution was injected 1 minute after preparation and with 9 minutes retention in 

the system, the total reaction time was 10 minutes, indeed, the reaction started 

immediately after the preparation of the solution (being the enzyme diluted in the 

carrier buffer 1, containing pNPP). After injecting the second solution a small peak 

was observed (0.59 mV) but the noise was still high (Fig. 5.24) with a signal to noise 

ratio equal to 12.7. In order to obtain a higher TL signal the reaction time was 

increased by injecting the second solution after 21 minutes from preparation (with a 

resulting reaction time of 30 minutes). In this case a higher (1.68 mV) and better 

shaped peak was observed but the baseline was still noisy (Fig. 5.24) with a signal to 

noise ratio equal to 35.7. In order to obtain a signal which, at a given background 

noise, enables observations of 10% inhibition of the enzyme, for the given case the 

minimum detectable difference in peaks heights was 8% while for the signal to noise 

ratio of 12.7, as obtained with 9 minutes reaction time, the minimum detectable 

difference in peak height and corresponding inhibition of the enzyme, because of 

background noise, was 23%. 

 Results showed that the detection of the reaction product in the FIA-TLS system 

was possible even at a concentration of pNPP 20 times lower then the one used for 

the colorimetric reaction in the 96 multiwell plate. Moreover, despite the absence of 

the antioxidant DTT in the carrier buffer 1, the enzyme showed to be active.  
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5.2.2.3 Effects of increased concentrations of reagents and decreased flow rate 

on the colorimetric reaction in the FIA-TLS system  

In order to improve the performance of the FIA-TLS system a second set of 

experiments was carried out at a lower flow rate (0.3 mL/min) and at a slightly 

higher concentration of enzyme (1.33 µU/µL i.e. final 0.27 mU in the solution) and 

pNPP (3 mM) in order to promote the formation of a larger amount of product and 

hence to obtain a stronger TL signal. The enzyme was diluted in the carrier buffer 2 

and the enzyme solution (200 µL) was injected 21 min after preparation (32 min of 

reaction time). A second experiment was performed after reducing the reaction time 

by injecting the enzyme solution 6 min after preparation (17 min of reaction time). 

Figure 5.25 shows that, under the given experimental conditions, reproducible peaks 

were obtained in both cases. The TLS signal obtained after 17 min was 17% lower 

than the one obtained after 32 min but it was 35 times higher than the signal obtained 

in the previous 30 min experiment i.e. 59.2 mV versus 1.68 mV, with a 

corresponding signal to noise ratio in the order of 103 i.e. 3 orders of magnitude 

higher. With the achieved increase in the strength of the signal, the 17% lower 

sensitivity was considered a reasonable compromise for the shorter reaction time and 
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all further experiments were carried out by injecting the enzyme solutions 6 min after 

preparation.  

 

 

 

 

5.2.2.4 Effect of sample volumes and flow rates on the colorimetric reaction in 

the FIA-TLS system 

Further adjustments of the colorimetric reaction were carried out by the reduction of 

the amount of reagents, injection volumes and time of analysis. The measurements 

were repeated by injecting 100 and 50 µL of two different solutions of PP2A 

(containing a total amount of 0.27 and 0.1 mU) in the system. As in the previous 

experiment the enzyme was diluted in the carrier buffer 2. Furthermore the flow rate 

was increased back to 0.5 mL/min in order to get sharper peaks. Figure 5.26 shows 

that under the given experimental conditions peaks were observed even when 

injecting the smallest volume of the PP2A with the lowest concentration. Moreover 

at this flow rate the time required for the measurements was reduced to 15 min (6 

min before injection plus 9 min in the system). The signal was 4.5 times weaker than 

the one obtained in the previous 17 min experiment i.e 13 mV versus 59.2 mV with a 

corresponding signal to noise ratio in the order of 102 i.e. 1 order of magnitude lower, 

but still strong enough for the foreseen development of the assay. 
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5.2.2.5 Development of the PPIA in a FIA-TLS system 

Once demonstrated that pNP could be successfully detected in a TL system the 

possibility to perform the PPIA in the same experimental conditions was 

investigated. The inhibiting effect of two different concentrations of microcystin 

solutions (1 and 0.7 µg/L) on a 0.1 mU PP2A solution (0.2 mU/µL, 50 µL injection) 

was tested. The enzyme solutions were prepared as in the previous experiment 

adding MC-LR just prior the injection (that is to say that the toxin was added 5 min 

after the start of the colorimetric reaction). As it can be seen in figure 5.27 

reproducible peaks were obtained but only a small inhibiting effect was observed i.e. 

a decrease of the signal equal to 19%. Moreover no difference in the inhibition extent 

was observed between the two solutions of MC-LR which signal was equal to 11.7 

mV in both cases.  
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5.2.2.6 Calibration curve and estimation of LOD for MC-LR  

Further experiments were performed in order to obtain a calibration curve for MC-

LR. The number of enzymatic units was decreased to 0.025 mU/injection (i.e. 0.5 

µU/µL) in order to obtain a relatively larger inhibition for the same amount of toxin. 

The baseline noise was reduced by decreasing the laser power down to 10 mW but 

under these experimental conditions, in order to obtain reproducible signals, the 

pNPP concentration had to be increased back to 20 mM. The observed decrease in 

height TL signal was equal to 54.6%. Indeed, in the previous experiment the TL 

signal of para-nitrophenolate was equal to 14.55 mV while, in the given experimental 

conditions of this experiment, the signal was equal to 6.61 mV. The curve (Fig. 5.28) 

was obtained by incubating solutions of 0.025 mU PP2A diluted in the carrier buffer 

3 with MC-LR solutions 1 and 5 µg/L (final concentration).  Solutions were prepared 

as follows: PP2A was first diluted in the carrier buffer 3 while MC-LR was added 

after 5 min. The solution was then injected after 6 minutes from MC-LR addition for 

a total reaction time of 20 min. The time required for the observation of the first 

signal is 20 min while the measurement of the signal itself requires 65 seconds. This 

means that, carrying out consecutive injections, the number of measurements that can 

be performed in 30 minutes is equal to 28. Under the given experimental conditions 

the extrapolated LOD for MC-LR was 0.64 µg/L, almost 2 times below the limit set 

by WHO for drinking water. These results are promising, indeed, in literature it can 
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be found that the time required to perform the PPIA assay in a microtiter plate varies 

between 1 hour199 and 30 minutes197. The protocol by Ikheara, in principle, allows to 

analyze a number of samples 3 times higher than the one of the TL system in the 

same time but the sample volumes required for the analysis are 2 times larger than 

the one required by the TL system. Moreover it is expected that the high sensitivity 

of the TL technique will allow using smaller injection volumes and lower 

concentrations of enzyme. Although the LOD reached with the FIA-PPIA-TLS 

system is higher in comparison to other techniques (Table 3.4), it has some 

advantages. Chromatographic techniques such as HPLC/UV and HPCE/UV have 

very low sample throughput with a required time for the chromatogram acquisition 

of around 15 minutes200 for each sample. The FIA-PPIA-TLS procedure requires 

smaller amount of reagents and it is simple while, usually, chromatographic and 

other biological techniques are more complex and require larger volumes of samples 

and pre concentration steps67,77 that are not required in a TL system. Regarding the 

commercial ELISA kits available for the detection of microcystins, the kit from 

Envirologix (QuantiPlate™Kit for Microcystins, EP 022) has a LOD of 0.147 µg/L 

and the samples can be processed in 90 minutes. The kits from Abraxis 

(Microcystins-DM ELISA kit, 522015) and Enzo Life Sciences (Microcystins (Adda 

Specific) ELISA kit, ALX-850-319) can detect 0.1 µg/L of microcystins in 

approximately 120 and 90 minutes, respectively. The LOD obtained with TLS is 

already comparable to the LODs achieved by the three commercial ELISA kits and 

to the Abraxis Mycrocystins/Nodularins PP2A, Microtiter Plate kit (520032) that can 

detect 0.25 µg/L in approximately 30 minutes. 

Additional experiments such as tests for the optimization of the reagents 

concentrations and for a better temperature control of the FIA-PPIA-TLS system are 

still to be carried out; enzymes from different companies should be tested as well. 

Furthermore the FIA-PPIA-TLS assay can be downscaled to a TLM-microfluidic 

system where the inhibition of PP2A by MC-LR is expected to occur at a faster rate 

and where the volumes required for the assay are smaller.  
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Table 5.3 summarizes the analytical performances obtained in this work with TL 

techniques together with the best analytical performances found in literature for the 

same analytes. As previously discussed, the LODs obtained with the TL techniques 

are higher than the one obtained with other techniques, but the TL systems can still 

be improved.  

 

. 
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Table 5.3 Comparison of analytical performances obtained in this work and in literature  

Analyte Detection 
Method LOD Linearity range Time of 

analysis Reference 

13 µg/L 
(in 0.1 M 

KPi) 
0.05-20 µg/mL 30 sec 

(1 sample) This work § 5.1.4.1 

FIA-TLS 
22 µg/L 
(in 40% 
ethanol) 

0.05-10 µg/mL 30 sec 
(1 sample) This work § 5.1.4.2 

119 µg/L 
(in 0.1 M 

KPi) 
0.5-10 µg/mL 30 sec 

(1 sample) This work § 5.1.5.2 

FIA-TLM 
51 µg/L 
(in 30% 
ethanol) 

0.5-10 µg/mL 30 sec 
(1 sample) This work § 5.1.5.2 

Cr-PE 
 
 

Fluorescence 
spectroscopy 

1 µg/L 

 0.001-0.5 µg/mL not stated Sobiechowska et al.44 

PPIA-FIA-TLS 
0.64 µg/L 
(in KPi 0.1 

M) 
0-5 µg/mL 30 min 

(28 samples) This work § 5.2.2.6 

ELISA 0.1 µg/L 0.15-5 µg/L 90 min 
(90 samples) 

Enzo Microcystins 
(Adda Specific) ELISA 

kit 

0.25 µg/L 0.25-2.5 µg/L 30 min 
(90 samples) 

Abraxis 
Mycrocystins/Nodularis 
PP2A, Microtiter Plate 

kit PP2A multiwell 

0.005 µg/L 0.005-5 µg/L 30 min 
(90 samples) 

Ikehara et al.197 

 
MC-LR 

 
 
 

Immunoelectrode 0. 01 ng/L 0.0001-1 µg/L 37 min 
(1 sample) Lebogang et al.75 
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5.3 REMOVAL OF MC-LR BY ADSORPTION ON 

COMPOSITE MATERIALS 

  

5.3.1 Preliminary experiments 

Preliminary experiments were performed in order to assess if the MC-LR was 

adsorbed on the available composite materials and to find the optimal experimental 

conditions. 

 

5.3.1.1 Screening of the adsorption of MC-LR on the chitosan-tricyclodextrins 

composite materials 

A first set of experiments was carried out on materials composed by tricyclodextrins 

and chitosan. In particular [100% CS] and [50% CS -50% TCD] films were tested. 

Absorbance measurements were performed on 3 mL of two solutions of microcystin 

(0.37 mg/L) in deionised water at pH 7. Absorbances were recorded every 5 minutes 

for the first 95 minutes and every 10 minutes till the absorbance reached a plateau. In 

both cases a decrease in the absorbance was observed thus indicating that the MC-LR 

was adsorbed on both materials (Fig. 5.29). 
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5.3.1.2 Screening of the adsorption of MC-LR on the cellulose-tricyclodextrins 

composite materials 

 

A second set of experiments was performed on materials composed of cellulose and 

tricyclodextrins. The films were put in 2.7 mL of a 0.37 mg/L MC-LR solution that 

was stirred for the entire measurement span. Figure 5.30 shows that no adsorption 

was observed in both cases [50% CEL-50% TCD] (red plot) and [75% CEL-25% 

TCD] (green plot) of composite materials. Also in the case of the [100% CEL] 

material no adsorption was observed as it can be seen in figure 5.31. The [50% CS-

50% CEL] material instead shows to adsorb the toxin (Fig. 5.32).  
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5.3.1.3 Adsorption of MC-LR on the chitosan-cellulose composite materials 

From the results of MC-LR removal obtained with chitosan-tricyclodextrins and 

cellulose-tricyclodextrins composite films it could be stated that the material that was 

involved in the adsorption of MC-LR was chitosan. In fact all the composite 

materials that were made in part or completely by chitosan namely [50% CS-50% 

TCD], [50% CS-50% CEL] and [100% CS] showed to adsorb the toxin. None of the 
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composite materials made in part or completely by cellulose i.e. [50% CEL- 

50%TCD], [50% CEL- 50% DB18C6], [75% CEL- 25% TCD] and [100% CEL] 

showed to adsorb MC-LR. 

 

5.3.1.4 Influence of the pH on the adsorption of MC-LR on composite materials 

In literature it is reported that the adsorption efficiency of MC-LR is higher working 

in acidic conditions201, 202. For this reason, experiments at pH 5 were carried out in 

order to investigate if under such experimental conditions it was possible to improve 

the efficiency of toxin adsorption on the composite materials. 

The experiments on the [100% CS] and [50% CS -50% TCD] materials were 

repeated diluting the MC-LR in double deionised water brought to pH 5. All the 

other experimental conditions were the same as in the experiment at pH 7.  Under the 

given experimental conditions no increase in the adsorption efficiency was observed. 

Moreover in the case of the [100% CS] film, the plateau was reached in 6 hours and 

an half i.e. twice as long as in the solution at pH 7 that reached the plateau in 3 hours 

(Fig. 5.33). Experiments performed at pH 5 did not show increased adsorption 

efficiency of the materials hence all the further experiments were performed at pH 7. 
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5.3.2 Mechanism of adsorption  

In order to understand the mechanism of adsorption of MC-LR, experiments were 

carried out on composite materials with different ratios of [CS-CEL]. In particular 

kinetic measurements were performed on composite materials made by 67,50,40,29 

and 20% chitosan. Experiments were carried out under the same conditions as the 

previous one and for each material the measurement were taken in triplicates. The 

kinetic data were then fitted to the pseudo-first order and pseudo-second order 

models in order to determine which was the most appropriate203. 

The pseudo-first and pseudo-second order models are based on the following 

equations respectively:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

where k1 and k2 are pseudo-first order (min-1) and pseudo-second order rate constant 

of sorption [g/(mg min)], qe is the amount of analyte adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g), 

qt is the amount of analyte or the sorbent at any time t (mg/g).     

If the initial adsorption rate is  

 

 

 

then the equation 2 can be rearranged:     

 

 

   

If 1/qt is plotted against t a linear plot can be obtained and qe can be then extrapolated 

from the slope while h can be extrapolated from the intercept. Once obtained qe and 

h, k2 can be calculated from the equation 2. 
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In figure 5.34 the plots of qt as a function of time for the five materials composed by 

the different concentrations of chitosan are shown. From the plots it is evident that 

for increasing concentrations of chitosan there is a corresponding increase in the 

adsorption of MC-LR. The adsorption of MC-LR on the 100% chitosan film was 

found to be similar to the one containing 67% of chitosan showing that an adsorption 

plateau was reached. This can be explained by the fact that cellulose confers tensile 

strength to the composite material and prevents its swallowing and the consequent 

loss of adsorbed MC-LR177. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5.2 shows the results of the data fitting to both pseudo-first an pseudo-second 

order models for the five different [CS-CEL] composite materials.  
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The MSC represents the information content of a model therefore a better model will 

be the one giving higher MSC. From the relatively higher values of both R2 and 

MSC, in the case of a pseudo second order compared to the pseudo first order it is 

clear that the adsorption of MC-LR by the chitosan-cellulose composite material 

follows a pseudo second order model. The adsorption of microcystin is dependent on 

the concentration of chitosan in the composite material i.e. at higher concentrations 

of chitosan an increased adsorption efficiency is achieved. This is in accordance with 

the previous experiments that showed that cellulose does not adsorb microcystin. 

These results showed that [CS-CEL] composite materials have much higher 

adsorption efficiency than other common adsorbents used for the removal of MC-

LR. In table 5.3 some of the adsorbents already developed for the removal of this 

toxin are listed.  
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Table 5.3 Adsorbent materials already developed for the removal of MC-LR 

Adsorber 

 
mg of adsorbed MC-LR /g 

adsorber 
 

Reference 

Iron Oxide Nanoparticles 0.15 
 

Gao et al.  
2012204 

Fe3O4@copper silicate nanotube 
microspheres 0.5 Chen et al.  

2009205 

Powdered activated carbon (PAC) 0.75 
 

Newcombe et al. 2004206 
 

Bamboo/Chitosan 1 Zhang et al. 
 2011207 

Natural clay particles 4.6 Morris et al.  
2000208 

Carbon nanotubes 5.9 Yan et al. 
 2006209 

Suspended Particulate Matter 
(SPM) 6,5 Liu et al.  

2008202 

PAC/UF (membrane ultrafiltration) 9.9 Lee et al.  
2006210 

Activated carbon fibers (ACF) 17 Pyo et al.  
2005211 

Fe3O4@SiO2 magnetic 
microspheres 20 

Deng et al.  
2008212 

 

[CS-CEL] composites  96 Tran et al. 
2013<sup>177</sup> 

 

 

 

As it can be seen from the table the best adsorbent reported are Fe3O4@SiO2 

magnetic microspheres that can adsorb up to 20 mg of microcystin per gram of 
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adsorbent. This value is 4.8 times lower than the one obtained with a [67% CS- 33% 

CEL] composite material i.e. 96 mg of microcystin-LR per g of material.  

The adsorption of MC-LR on [CS-CEL] composite materials is highly efficient and 

reaches 96 mg of MC-LR per g of film, which is the highest in comparison to the 

other data found in literature. These data are very promising, indeed the adsorption 

efficiency, which is already higher than other adsorbers, could be further improved 

by varying the experimental conditions for example using microparticles instead of a 

film in order to increase the surface area. Furthermore the method of preparation of 

the [CS-CEL] composite materials is completely green. Chitosan and cellulose are 

biodegradable and the ionic liquid used as a solvent for the preparation of the film 

can be washed away with water and recovered by distillation.   
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6-Conclusions 
 
  
Cyanobacteria harmful algal blooms represent a threat for environment and human 

health due to their release of toxic compounds that can contaminate even drinking 

water. In this work novel methods for a) the detection of cyanopigments as early 

warning systems b) for the detection of MC-LR and c) for the removal of MC-LR  

from fresh water are presented.  

 

In the first part of this thesis it was demonstrated that TLS and TLM techniques can 

be successfully  employed for the detection of cyanopigments. Moreover it was 

demonstrated that the sensitivity of these systems and the achieved LODs can be 

improved by the use of quenchers, by changing the thermooptical properties of the 

samples and by coupling TL detection techniques with FIA. CL-APC and Cr-PE 

were detected in a conventional TLS system that was further optimized for the 

detection of Cr-PE. A 1.8 times improvement in the sensitivity of the system was 

obtained by quenching Cr-PE fluorescence with KI. However the calculated LODs in 

the absence and in the presence of KI were almost the same i.e. 57 µg/L and 56 µg/L. 

Based on these results, it can be concluded that the sensitivity of the system is 

enhanced by fluorescence quenching of Cr-PE, however no significant improvement 

in LOD was achieved by the use of KI which, under the given experimental 

conditions, was shown to contribute to the increase of the background signal and 

related signal noise. Nevertheless it is expected that modifications in the system, 

such as pressure decrease, purification of the quencher, or the use of other quenchers, 

will improve the performance of the described TLS method. The modification of 

thermooptical properties of the sample by addition of 10% ethanol allowed to 

decrease the Cr-PE LOD to 43 µg/L while coupling TLS with FIA lead to an even 

lower LOD, i.e. 13 µg/L. However, when 40% ethanol was used in a FIA-TLS 

system, despite a 3 times relative increase in sensitivity, the extrapolated LOD was 

22 µg/L showing that also in this case the change of the buffer caused an important 

increase of the noise. The expected improvements in sensitivity due to the 

introduction of organic solvents into the samples were confirmed. Moreover, a 

further improvement of the LOD, attributed to reduced photodegradation, was 

achieved in FIA mode. As for the case of KI, it is expected that the background noise 
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in the FIA-TLS system observed in the presence of ethanol could be decreased by 

modifying experimental conditions, for example optimizing flow rates and the 

internal pressure or by using different organic solvents. The achieved LOD of 13 

µg/L is not far from the value of 3.16 µg/L that was estimated to correspond to the 

presence of 1 µg/L of MC-LR, as calculated for one half of the maximum possible 

content of phycoerythrin in cyanobacteria. These results indicate that TLS represents 

a powerful tool for the detection of cyanobacteria pigments which can be used as 

indicators of early onsets of massive HABs in natural waters. 

Cr-PE was successfully detected also in a TLM-gravity-driven flow system. In this 

case, in the presence of 30% ethanol a 3 times increase in sensitivity was achieved 

compared to the one in KPi while the LODs in the absence and in the presence of the 

solvent were 119 µg/L and 51 µg/L respectively, showing that the change in the 

buffer was affecting this system less then the TLS one. Also for TLM systems further 

improvements can be achieved by noise reduction, use of different solvents and 

appropriate quenchers. It is therefore expected that these ameliorations will make the 

developed systems favorably comparable to other methods reported as early warning 

systems for MC-LR, based on cyanopigments detection. Furthermore, it can be 

expected that the constant developments of laser and microfluidic technologies will 

allow in the future to develop a portable system that could be use on field.  

 It is worth to mention that the TLS and TLM methods have been developed using 

standard  aqueous solutions, therefore interferences in case of real samples, due to 

the presence of other absorbing compounds, should be expected. Different matrixes 

can affect the system as well but in the case of marine samples a positive 

contribution is expected, indeed, the presence of sodium chloride enhances the 

sensitivity of the TL technique213. 

 

In the second part of this thesis a FIA-PPIA-TLS system for the detection of MC-LR 

was developed. The LOD of MC-LR obtained is equal to 0.64 µg/L and therefore 

below the limit of 1 µg/L defined by WHO for drinking water and already 

competitive with the MC-LR detection kits commercially available. Although this 

LOD is higher than the one obtained with other techniques, it has the advantage of 

being simple, to require low amounts of reagents and to have a higher throughoutput. 

Moreover, improvements are expected to be achieved by optimizing the experimental 

conditions and by downscaling the FIA-PPIA-TLS to a microfluidic system.  
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In the third part of this thesis a novel method for the removal of MC-LR based on the 

adsorption on chitosan-cellulose composite materials is presented. After the 

screening of different composite materials, it was demonstrated that MC-LR is 

efficiently adsorbed on chitosan-cellulose films. Chitosan was found to be the 

adsorbent component while cellulose plays a role in the strengthening of the film. 

Indeed, in the case of [CS-CEL] materials, increasing concentrations of chitosan 

correspond to higher efficiencies of adsorption. Cellulose, alone or in combination 

with materials other than chitosan,  does not show to adsorb the toxin. Furthermore, 

it was demonstrated that MC-LR adsorption follows a pseudo-second order kinetics 

and that the [CS-CEL] films, under the given experimental conditions, can adsorb up 

to 96 mg of MC-LR per g of film. This value, as far as found in literature, is 4.8 

times higher than the highest achieved adsorption with other adsorbers. These results 

are really promising, in fact the already highly adsorption efficiency of these 

composite materials could be further improved by modifying their geometry in order 

to increase the surface area for example preparing microparticles instead of films. 

Moreover, the [CS-CEL] composite materials have the great advantage of being 

completely biocompatible and biodegradable. Furthermore, their preparation method 

is completely green indeed, the ionic liquid used to prepare the films can be washed 

away and recovered by distillation. In addition, it was demonstrated by additional 

experiments performed after this work was concluded that the adsorbed toxin can be 

removed from the composite material that can be then recycled without loosing its 

adsorbing property186.  
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